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Budget headaches for Central·
BY KEN MUNSELL

The passing of an initiative removing the sales
tax from food may causP. ~"'lstic budget cuts at
Central.
In mid-December, Governor Dixy Lee Ray sent a
directive to state agencies telling them to ~evelop a
plan to outline budget cuts for the next fiscal year
in compensation for the expected shortfall in state
revenues caused by the repeal. These plans had to
be in the mail by December 31, 1977.
The directive caused a large amount of extra
work for Central's Business Vice-President Courtney Jones. Academic Vice-President Edward
Harrington said that Jones worked feverously
during the Christmas holidays to complete the
project before the deadline.
The governor's Office of Fiscal Management
asked Central to submit figures for cuts of eithe"

1.5 .or 6%. The proposed cuts that were arrived at
, are as follows: -instructional area (including
faculty): $158,000 and $389,066; primary support
including administration computer services and the
Early Childhood Education Center: $14,769 and
$192,292; Library: $20,000 and $157,728; student
services: 0 and $31,195; institutional support
including administration offices:
$35,196 and
$102,783; physical plant: $38,967 and $196,990.
Courtney Jones said that the budget committee
made a special effort to preserve existing
instructional programs when the proposals were
being thrashed out. In the final report, instruction
is cut by only .28% and 2.6% as compared to the 1.5
and 6% figures for all of the other areas.
Jones emphasizes that there is no reason to
believe that any or all of these cuts will take place.
Much depends on the actions of the state
legislature in finding new revenues and revenue
sources to replace the sales tax. The amount of

revenue reaching state coffers from existing state
taxes also bears on whether or not the cuts will
have to be made.
At this point it is not known what the actual
figures will be. Jones believes that according to the
figures now available, the state's financial picture
looks favorable for the next fiscal year.
Jones is optimistic that few if any of the cuts will
have to be made. He said that the picture will not
firm up until March so it is useless to speculate on
which, if any, figures will be used and will give no
comment on what specific areas will receive the
cuts.
When asked if the capital budget (monies for new
construction and the remodeling of old buildings)
would also be cut, Jones said no. He explained that
the capital monies come out of a differently funded
budget. Capital improvement money comes from
timber sales and long terf!l state bonds which are
(Cont. on page 6)
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New copyright laws

Video tapes maybe illegal
BY DAVID ADAMS

Brong, Assistant Director of the
Audio Visual Center at W.S.U.;
Central Washington University and Sally Austin, Assistant Attorand other universities in the state ney General in Olympia.
have been video taping programs
According to Vlcek, the problem
off commercial and Public Broad- is now a question of whether or not
casting Networks to help profes- the . universities can keep the
sors enhance their daily instruc- existing tapes they have, if they
tions.
purchase a license to tape proBut because of the Copyright grams under specific conditions
Revision Act of 1976, Central and and how to interpret the fair usage
other major universities in the clause.
state may have to erase an
The Fair Use Doctrine is writ·
.u.nknown quantity of video taped . ten under section 107 of the new
programs; programs which could Copyright Law. It is the first time
that such a doctrine has been
have been illegally obtained.
To study and interpret the new statutorily embodied, even though
copyright law for the state univer- fair usage has been upheld ·by the
sities, a committee was formed by courts in the past.
the Inter-institutional Committee ·
Basically the Doctrine put a
of Media Officers, a state commit- limitation on the exclusive rights
tee that discusses the problems of the owner and allows certain
dealing with media services.
uses without permission or com- ·
That committee consists of pensation to the owner.
Charlie Vlcek, Director of Audio
According to the guideline being
Visual Services at Central Wash- written by Vlcek, Brong and
ington University; Dr. Jerry Austin, those guidelines are:

1) The purpose and character of
the use, including whether it is
for commercial or non-profit
educational purposes;
2) The nature of the copyrighted
material (type of material, i.e.
periodical, film, etc.);
3) The amount and substantiality of the portion used in
relation to the whole; and
4) The effect of the use on the
potential market for or value of
the copyrighted material.
"The only programs that we are
allowed to video tape now are
morning, noon and evening news'
broadcasts plus presidental events," Vlcek said.
Magazine format shows like "60
Minutes" produced by C.B.S. and
commentaries like "An Hour with
Eric Severide" also produced by
C.B.S. will not be allowed to be
video taped according to Vlcek.
It was explained that even
commentaries d.uring re11:ular
(Cont. on page 13)

STEP RIGHT UP-Rich Stewart opens the door of Central's Shuttfebus for
Debbie Bright. The bus runs from the bus station to Central's dorms
every Sunday afternoon and evening.

Shuttlebus service
Ever taken the bus back to
Ellensburg carrying half of your
books, records and all your new
winter wardrobe? Ah, now the
bus pulls into the depot and your
roommate is gone. It's miles to the
dorm and the luggage weighs a
conservative 50 pounds. Does this
scenario sound familiar? well,

Waiting for

the t~ai't

...
WAITING-The old train station in west Ellensburg is an interesting
reflection of our times. Once a busy center of transportation, the station
is now used by few people. Reporter Bill Kossen and photographer

Damian Schwarz explore this colorful Ellensburg landmark and the
people who use it on pages 14 and 15.

there's hope now for the bedraggled traveler.
The Central Housing Office has
been running a shuttle bus to take
weary students from the bus
station (and also occasionally from
the train station) since the beginning of the school year.
Few people are aware of this
service which is provided on
Sunday afternoon and evenings
throughout the year. Any student
can take advantage of this service
although the bus will only stop at
college dormatories.
The bus usually starts running
between 2:30 and 3 p.m. on
Sunday afternoons. The service
runs until approximately 9 in the
evening on most evenings, but the
time may be extended at the
discretion of the driver if he
believes that many more students
will be arriving on later buses.
The bus, driven by Rich
Stewart, has been gaining in
popularity since September. The
first day it ran on the 24th of
September, the bus only had 6
passengers. During the month of
November, however, the bus
logged between 20 and 40 passengers for each day that it ran.
Jim Hollister, Director of Housing said that the college first
began offering this service in 1971.
At first the bus was driven by
administration volunteers such as
himself and Wendell Hill, Director
of Auxillery Services. During the
second year, student volunteers
were added to the driving staff.
After the third year, Housing
hired a student employee through
the work-study program to drive
the bus.
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News Notes
V.A. WORK-STUDY RAISE
Veterans attending Central full-time under the GI Bill
participating in the Veterans Administration work-study program
will be paid the new minimum wage as of January 1, 1978.
V.A. Administrator Max Cleland said that the agency's
wOl'k-study program permits the V.A. to pay for a maximum of 250
hours per semester or 166 hours per quarter.
He said the GI Bill Improvement Act of 1977 authorizes the V.A.
to pay work-study students at the new minimum wage rate of
$2.65 per hour after the beginning of 1978.
Cleland said the V.A. will pay, in advance, 40 percent of the total
work-study allowance.
Jobs are available for V.A.-related work either on campus or at a
·.·. V.A. installation.
·.·.
Priority for acceptance in the work-study program is given to
veterans with service-connected disabilities. Financial need,
motivation and the nature of the work are some of the additional
criteria used for selection.
Further information is available at the Veterans Affairs Office in
Barge 102 or call 963-3418.
TEACHER EDUCATION TESTS

f

Students interested in entering the Teacher Education Program
:;:; at Central are required to take a basic skills test in English,
:::: spelling, math, handwriting and reading.
;:;: Winter quarter testing is scheduled for January 21 and
:;:; Februarv 4. 1978. Those interested in enterinl!' the Teacher
f Education Program can apply in Black Hall, 216.
:::: For more information, call the Office of Teacher Education at
:::: 963-2662.

I

;:;:
{
:;::
:;:;
::::
{
;:;:

RODEO .CITY, U.S.A.-Ellensburg is nationally
famous for its rodeo, but the Chamber of
Commerce hopes this image can be expanded. The

Year 'round vacationer's spot

New image for E-burg? ·

HOLIDAY CANCELLATION
Dr. Brooks has accepted the recommendation that February 13,
1978 (Lincoln's Birthday) be deleted as a holiday in favor of some
other day later in the year. Therefore, Monday, February 13,
1978, will not be a holiday, but rather, a regular work day-all
offices will be open and all scheduled classes should be held.

BY RICK KRAUS

cmLDREN'S PROGRAM
A "Kids Night Out" program for 5 to 10-year-old children of
Central students, faculty and staff will be conducted on the campus
Friday evenings during the winter quarter.
::::
::::
;:;:
;:;:
::::
:;:;

by Central recreation students, the program will involve special
sessions of arts, crafts, educational movies, games and stories for
children. The program will be from 6 to 10 p.m. each Friday
beginning January 13 in Grupe Conference Center.
Parents must pre-register their children, at a cost of 50 cents
per child, at the Students Services Office in the S.U.B. by noon on
i:i: Monday of the week they wish to participate.
;:;: Nutritional snacks will be served the children each session.
:i:i Special guests and programs planned for the quarter include
} professional puppeteers and university students from early
:;:; childhood education and leisure services programs.

Ill The fint in a,.,;.,

ofC:~~:~::.

J··;:;:

WHO~

From Rodeo City U.S.A. to a
year round tourist attraction. Can
Ellensburg make the transition?
With the plans in the making, the
potential possibilities are certainly
there.
One strong point in the town's
favor is its location. Ellensburg
sits in the heart of two major
arterials, I-90 and U.S. 97. Down
these highways come the approximately 22,000 people that attena
the annual Labor Day Rodeo as

t

reported by Bob Neeley, rodeo
gate admissions director.
But annual means once a year
and the city's Chamber of Commerce and others feel the town has
value for tourists the other eleven
months of the year also.
John Foster, a Central journalism professor, photographer and
Ellensburg Rodeo publicity director suggested the annual rodeo be
expanded and made "bigger and
better than it is." Foster also felt
that perhaps another rodeo should
be started during the year and
bet~e! publicity given the horse

Mr. Robert's

{
;:;;:
{
:{
:;:;:

Saturday Special
~r. Robert's Super Burger

pmenWd CenttITT'•

by
{ Philosophy Department will deal with the question "Can Man
:;:; Produce Life from Nonlife"?
} Dr. David Lygre, professor of chemistry, will speak on that
:::: subject at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday, January 18 in t he faculty lounge
:;:; of the Language-Literature Building.
:;:; Only recently returned from a year's advanced study of
:;:; bio-chemistry in England, Dr. Lygre has published a number of
) articles concerning chemistry and biology and is completing a new
;:;: bio-chemistry textbook.
:::: A member of the C. W. U. faculty since 1970, he holds a doctorate
:;:; in bio-chemistry from the University of North Dakota and was a
~:~: post-doctoral fellow at Case Western Reserve University.

I

::::
;:;:
::::
:;:;
:;:;

WHO

Twenty-four students at Central here have been selected as
among the nation's outstanding campus leaders and named for
inclusion in the 1977-78 edition of "Who's Who Among Students in
American Universities and Colleges."
The two dozen Central students were listed in the national
publication after their nomination by an on-campus committee
which considered their academic achievements, service to the
communit:y. lead~rship in extracurricular activities and potential.
The nat10nal d1rectory of- students' leaders has been published
since 1934.
Central students included in this year's edition are:
Douglas Akers, Edmonds; Pam Riggs, Mountlake Terrace;
Denise Augenstine and Pamela Whitener, of Toppenish; Kandyce
Bark~r, Sally Grant, Linda Larson and Gayl Young, of Bellevue;
Martma Black, Gorst; Rose Bradley and Anna Rantschler, of
Concrete.
Cris Caples, Tekoa; Kay Carpenter and Stan Renecker, of
Yakima; Gerald Flink, Seattle; Lynn Jeglum, Omak; Tommie
Johnson, Frances Warren and Elizabeth Watters, Ellensburg;
Allen Parker, Silverdale; James Rice, Port Angeles; Teresa
Smith, Roy; Michael Taylor, Redmond; and Timothy Wittman,

JI
:;:;
:;:;
}
::::
:;:;
:;;:
:;:;
}
;:;:
;:;:
::::
:;:;
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& small drink
All day Saturday

events that occur on the grounds
during spring and summer
months.
A bond issue passed in November giving the go ahead on
construction of year around pool
facilities at Memorial Park should
also be advantageous to the city's
plight according to Duane M.
Skeen, Institutional Studies space
analyst at Central.
Skeen also feels that if a
proposed 110-ft. oy-220 ft. pavilion
located 300 feet from the pool were
to be built, it would help draw
people into Ellensburg. The pavilion would be used for livestock
displays during fair time and year
.round. It could also house horse
events, recreational vehicle shows,
boat and auto shows and a place
for equipment manufacturers to
display their products. Skeen feels
the building's versatility would be
endless.
As of yet, the only concrete
plans for improving Ellensburg's
tourist trade is the enlargement of
signs directing traffic to the fairgrounds from the interstate once
they decide to venture into the
town.
With the planned improvements
and winter sports and summer
river activities still to be developed, Ellensburg could become a
necessary stop for vacationers in
Washington.

..
·•····•
i Skiwear Sale!!
···············~~····························

•
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i
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{
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Chamber hopes Ellensburg can become a year
round tourist attraction.

I

.....................

i•
i

Serac Skiwear
Clearance
All coats

$40° 0

All Bib overalls

$35° 0

Allsweaters(100%wool) $20° 0

All ski suits

$75° 0 , 85° 0 , 95° 0

!•

I
I
i

I
Foothills Sports 423 N. Main I
:\\\t::!:::;:::~~:::;:::::::::::::;:;:;:;:;:;: : : : :;:;:;: : : : : : : : :;:;: : :;:;:;:;: : : :;:;:;:;:;: : :;:;: : :;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;: :;:;: : : : :;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:\ \
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - S m a l l Towns Institute-----------------

Pioneer in small town planning
BY KEN MUNSELL
Central houses an organization
that has received nationwide recognition for its efforts to revitalize
the small towns of America.
The Small Towns Institute, pubiishP.rs of Small,. To>vP, a m.mthly
magazine on the issues and problems facing these communities, is
one of Central's truly positive
contributions to the state and the
nation.
According to a brochure distributed by the organization, "The
Small Towns Institute (STI) is a
national organization whose members are dedicated to making small
town America a viable alternative
to congested cities and the sprawl
of the suburbs." It further l!tates
that, "In order to make sn.all
towns vital communities of the future, we must develop new methods to bring economic prosperity, to save the rural environment,
and to increase opportunities for
young people to use their skills in
the countryside."
The Institute believes "many
citizens have .come to realize that
small towns offer a contrasting

studies of small towns and their
problems continued to gather dµst
on academic shelves. Few gained
attention of town planners and
interested community leaders who
could use the data to solve local
community problems.
The Denmans thought that establishing an institute to publish
guides to materials on small towns
and a magazine including articles
and reviews concerning community problems would serve a need
not being met by other publications.

.... cool response

that it appeals mostly to professional people in the community,
such as town planners and city
councilmen and others who are actively involved in community affairs. Unlike many journals originating in colleges and universities,
it tries to appeal to non-academics.
The Denmans set a policy stating that the stories should have
human interest value and should
not be in academic jargon. Th.-i
articles have nationwide appeal
and are submitted from throughout the country. Most are written
by academics, town administrators
and state and federal officials.
Small Towns Institute has a ·
board of . advisors chosen from ·
throughout the nation .. The board
includes experts on all aspects of
small town living, ranging from
The U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare's former
director of Small Town Ser"ices,
to the director of the Midwest
regional office of the National
Trust for Historic Preservation.
Also included are experts in the
fields of community medicine and
agricultural marketing; two areas
vital to small communities.
The Denmans are gratified by
the nationwide response given to
the publication. They said the
Institute's mail overwhelms the
small staff. Anne Denman said
that "people are uniformly enthusiastic" when exposed to the
magazine.

They initially received a cool
response. Central did not at first
express Interest and the Institute
unsuccessfully solicited grant
funds. The lack of response can be
traced to the innovative nature of
the project. In 1967, an Qrganization devoted to the study of small
town problems was an idea far
ahead of its time, evoking little
interest. Even today, as the public
realizes the value of small communities, there are few organizations devoted to studying them.
To solve the problem, the Denmans, along with a Cle Elum
businesswoman, Margret Richardson, rancher Phil Kern, and the
former chairman of Central's English Department, Larry Danton,
decided to incorporate the institute as a non-profit corporation.
After incorporation, STI started sending out a small newsletter. .... STI praised
This eventually grew into Small
Town Magazine. This had a modeShe showed the Crier reprerate success and after a couple of sentative letters written by people
years, many more people ex- praising the publication. A typical
pressed interest and decided to response is a letter from Wabash,
jom the Institute. Membership Indiana. It stated that, "It seems
reached 150 people. The newslet- with every issue of Small Town
ter mostly contained reviews of Magazine that I uncover a wealth
research reports and news of the of information that is pertinent to
Institute.
the organization that I work for."
In 1975, the Institute received a (a non-profit association studying
way of life thrt combines beauty
and serenity of the countryside $15,000 grant from the Kendall Wahash's local issues and needs).
with greater opportunities for Foundation of Boston to study Richard Fancaviglia, Professor of
participation in a true human com- Small Town Magazine's readership Environmental Studies and Planpotential. ST! used the money tc ning Commissioner for Yellow
munity."
The Small Towns Institute was improve the quality of the publica- Springs, Ohio, wrote, "The Small
founded and is directed by two tion and develop programs which Towns Institute is the most conmembers of Ce:'.ltral's Anthropolo- effectively increased the reader- crete, people-oriented group supgy Department-Anne and Clay- ship to l,200 people.
porting the small town in America
By 1975, the magazine had today." He continued, saying,
ton Denman. They bear the major
responsibility for running the In- changed format from a small "Small towns are experiencing a
stitute and do most of the editing pamphlet to a handsome twenty renaissance. Ten years ago we
and production work needed to page journal, attractively pack- who were saying this sounded like
produce Small Town Magazine. aged and effectively using photo- voices howling in the wilderness.
The Institute now operates from graphs to illustrate articles.
The Small Towns Institute has
The Institute also began to print stood firmly on this issue over the
four rooms on the fourth floor of
Barge Hall. These facilities are special issues devoted to pressing years, and is, in fact, going to have
provided through the generosity problems facing small communi- to be regarded-say in the year
ties. These include histor1c pre- 2000-as a pioneer in this field."
of Central.
The Christian Science Monitor,
Most of the work involved in di- servation, town planning and the
future of the arts in small com- in an article listing resources
recting the Institute and putting
the magazine· together is done by munities. Four special issues have available to residents of small
communities said, "If you had to
the Denmans. They do, however, been printed to date.
pick a single small town periodical,
have a small staff of mostly oart.... special issues
this would be it. Annually it retime employees helping, but there
views some 150 small town publiis not enough funding to expand
The special issues have an ex- cations."
the operation at the present time.
The Institute has also been
To save money, Clayton Den- panded format. According to Clay
mentioned in the last (Sept/Oct.)
Denman,
these
issues
contain
as
man does most of the layout work
issue of The Cultural Post, the
for the magazine. He is assistP.d by much material as a typical issue of
newspaper published by the NaNewsweek
without
ads.
These
Christine Skeens who types the
tional Endowment for the Arts. It
copy. Anne Denman does most of issues are intended to se1·ve as
the editing of submitted articles. source books for people who are
~
Ellon>burg\ Bicycle Shop
""'11111
She is assisted by Lael Wright. In active in these areas.
The magazine presently has
all, the Institute produces a high0
3,300 subscribers. Co-editor, Anne
class professional magazine. This
Denman, said that the magazine is
T•io.•'•,
Pe-u990fs
magazine has evolved to its prea cross between a scholarly journal
sent format through a series of
ai...oowo !;:~~~,·~~~'1' ~S·~~.~s.~;;~·3316 ~
steps in the past ten years. The and a regular mass circulation
quality has steadily improved as publication. The Denmans believe

IB® CD~®I1®

the Institute has grown.
The idea of the Institute came to
the Denmans in 1967. Clay Denman received a grant in that year
from the U.S. Department of
Labor to study the problems
facing Cle Elum and other upper
county towns. The resulting report investigated the social causes
of the area's unemployment.
Denman found that five studies
had already been made of the area,
but none received wide distribution. He also found that most other

A GOOD MONTH'S WORK-Anne and Clayton admire a copy of
Small Town Magazine, a new, nationally-admired publication that
they founded.

said that, "The ST! in Ellensburg, Several other programs also use
Washington, publishes booklets selections from Small Town Magawith loads of helpful hints for en- zine.
terprising communities and stories
The Denmans are now in great
on how towns have successfully demand at planning, architectural,
tackled specific problems."
and other professional conferenSmall Towns Institute has just ces. They said they receive at least
received a $10,300 grant from the one such invitat.ion per week. BeNational Endowment for the Arts cause of limited resources and the
to compile a separate publication demands placed on them by pubon design assistance for small lishing the magazine, they attend
towns. The publication would be a few conventions, although they
source book on designing down- appreciate the interest and offers.
towns, special facilities planning
Membership in the Small Towns
compatible architecture for towns.
Institute entitles a person to
The book is envisioned by the · receive twelve monthly issues of
Denmans as a workbook on design Small Town Magazine. A profesfor towns. It will be a summary of sional membership paid for by
significant projects already combusiness or government organizapleted in this area and a guidebook tions is $25. Home membership
for planners of future projects.
cost $15. The October, 1977 issue
Anne Denman said that Small
of the magazine states that, "At
Town Magazine served as the
the present time, the publication
basis for a mimeographed book of of Small Town is financed entirely
readings on agricultural economics
by ST! membership dues and
compiled by Dr. E.J. Nesius, Prolibrary subscriptions. In order to
fessor of Agricultural Economics
avoid conflicts, Small Town does
of the University of West Virginia.
not accept paid advertisements."

FOREIGN CAR REPAIRS
AND PARTS

Putting this face
in your future.
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Your Fidelity Union Field Asso·
date can help plan your linaneial
future with College Master. Col·
lege Master is the nation's leader
in life insurance for college
senior•. Let him tell you why.

Rick Sasaki
962-9292

cau the ~'idelity u~ion .college
'.\laster Field Associate m your
area:

(.()lleocMastcr
0
In The Plaza

INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
603 North Main

925-5539
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G.O.Hansen
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Changes at the old school

~ '~)\

-Shane Kenison

Now you see it

ers like to think the problem lies
We have lost touch with someI moved recently and as often
not with residents but rather the
thing-something valuable. Perhappens while excavating through
traffic from people who live elsesonal property security. We find
stacks of accumulated books,
where and come to visit or party.
something caught my eye-a 1964ourselves locking up, bolting and
In September, October and De65 Hyakem, the defunct Cenchaining down everything.
cember (November's tally being
There was a time when keys
tral yearbook.
While riffling
unavailable), the total amount of
weren't all that necessary to keep
through those slick pages I was
your belongings-when a person reported stolen property, excludsuprised by how long ago it now
ing bicycles, exceeds $2,300. Of the
could walk away from an unlocked
seems; how little I remember 'of
I
fifteen bicvcles stolen during this
room and come back to find it
that time.
period, four have been recovered.
intact and undisturbed. Kiss those
I'll admit it was exciting to be
~
but
that accounts for only $210 of '
Now
not
only
do
times
good-by.
attending Central during its perithe $2,300. If better law enforcerooms have to be locked, windows
od of maximum growth~when a
checked and bikes. chained, but . ment is the solution, the achievethousand students were added to
ment of this is easier said than
you must ride shotgun on your wet
its enrollment each year. Fresh- ~
done. With only six officerll_, the
,.
'Q;
laundry.
men were expendable in those
Campus Police are unable to
. lr:~·-.. . '
~
When checking with most of the
days, so nearly half were "academ·' ~. 't:Y:,,,• '>'\
dorm managers on the number of supply more than one officer for
ically suspended" by the end of
their first year. Among many flie American Army had quickly Central and all that will· remain is thefts reported to them, it is clear security at certain times. And one
friends who were found scholasti- quelled a popular uprising in the its beautiful brick and concrete that the majority have occurred in officer alone obviously can't be :
cally lacking was Larry "Mouse" Dominican Republic, and in the face. It'll make a beautiful corpse. co-ed dorms. Co-ed do.rm manag- that effective.
Of the alternatives available, all
collective minds of the American
Letterman.
the effective methods of security ,
It wasn't until Christmas, 1967 people, only distance separated
are unpleasant, such as keeping all
that I discovered what became of Vietnam from the Caribbean dictaScott Mueggler
doors locked at all times including
Mouse. I was pulling staff duty, at torshin. The war was being fought
the door to the laundry rooms. It
the Headquarters of the United by high school dropouts and ex-gas
may also be necessary to return to
States Army Training Center, station attendants so the freshman
"the visitor sign-in sheets for all
Infantry, Fort Benning, Georgia. class was more concerned with
dorms. For some, the only secure
A major and sergeant first class academic survival than _just plain
way of keeping their bike is to take
were commiserating over their S\lrvival.
it to their dormitory room. All
Today Central isn't so exciting.
misfortune of getting duty over
Lately some people have been discovered that in one of its rare these steps would be unnecessary
the holidays, while I leafed absent- No longer are freshman expenasking questions about what they flashes of brilliance, the B.O.C. if st11denLh<>!l~~~~re assured,
mindedly through the Army dible, now its educational quality
voted for in the last A.S.C. decided to take a non-B.O.C. but in the meantime, another
Times. The last few pages of the that.'s v.etting "academically suselection. It seems that the Board of member and make him a legisla- partial solution is available-stuMouse
,
is
dead
and
pended."
weekly newspaper were devoted
Control is falling flat on its face in tive liaison.
dent theft insurance. which costs
to a listing of casualties from buried and the college that reletting the student body know of
Anyway, unless the B.O.C. $9 pe!' year. It might keep you
Vietnam and although no one jected him, the college whose
its existence and inner working. crawls out from under its rock and from having to dig down deeper in
talked about it, nearly everyone ranks were swelled by the war
This is ironic because the B.O.C. allows more concerned students in your pocket to replace that thing
religiously scanned the list for that claimed his life, is in the
has hired students to act as a previously closed areas · (to other that matched your newly cut
familiar names. It was a pleasant process of systematically ampupublic relations group for the than B.O.C. members), it will blue-plast.ic-wrapped chain.
tating
programs
that
the
adminissurprise to me that few soldiers
B.O.C. and student government. It surely remain in obscurity and lose (Editors n6te: The insurance is
from Washington State were ever tration feels are too costly. would seem that if any funds are
that precious note of real student available at the Campus Housing
li$ted. But there was his name in Graduate assistantships are gone being spent to publicize the B.O.C.
involvement.
Office.) ·
bold-face type-P.F.C. Larry Let- and the graduate programs themthey are being wasted. Another
terman, Seattle, Wa.. killed-in- selves are threatened.
aspect of the problem might be
In 1964 Central had three years
action. Mouse was dead.
that if the B.O.C.. were doing
Mouse was the first friend I lost ·earlier changed its name from anything worth note, they wouldto the war and part of my past died ''College of Education" to "State n't have to place P.R. people in
Ken Munsell
with him. Central could never be ·college" to reflect its academic their ranks.
the same to me. In the fall of 1964 growth. Now with the title of
Student government at Central
there were only a few hints of University finally achieved, thP has always kept a low profile since
what lay ahead. President John- institution is continuing its process the inception of the Board of
son was devastating Goldwater by of retrenchment. After all the new Control. There are several factors
promising a settlement in Vietnam construction, the landscaping and responsible for this. The fact that
soon. The Central Young Republi- the remodeling over the past the B.O.C. is a fledgling operation
The Central Alumni Association subjects such as history, philosocan Club could meet in a study fourteen years the campus looks and has only three years behind it has started a recruitment program phy and English receive little if
cubicle at the library without much grander. But the spark is might be one, and because it has aimed at encouraging high school any.encouragement. These are the
being crowded. There was no gone. If this illness, this leprosy had no success in ·retaining good
students to attend Central. G.W:, subjects which will teach students
reason to doubt L.B'.J.'s projection that's eating away the university's officers might be another.
U. alumni are supposed to contact how to think and make rational
of a quick military solution to tue arms and legs, continues, it will
Yet another reason for its high school seniors throughout the decisions and face problems rather
problem. Just two years earlier, eventually cut to the heart of
obscurity might be its past loca- state to inform them of Central's than teach specific skills with
tion in the back end of the S.U.B. virtues. The program raised the limited application. These deciLast year the B.O.C. moved into question: "What exactly are the sion-making skills are the ones
alumni supposed to say to encour- that job recruiters are looking for
the old main office area by the Pit,
in a move to bring the Dean's age students to attend this demor- in their interviews.
alized and decaying institution?"
Office into the S.U.B.
The Alumni Association should
Budget cuts, R.I.F:s ("reduc- be lauded in its efforts to promote
This move resulted in one major
tions in force" is a polite way of this institution. Central needs
accomplishment, that being that
the Dean's Office has free space saying that the professors are no more students. These students
Editor : Poul Fridlund
longer funded) and yearly pro- will not come, however, unless
now. Rerause oft.he move several
Managing Editor: David Adams
students w_e_r~ -~_e_ard to call the gram cuts have demoralized the they believe the school has someBusiness Manager : Mary Mohan
college. Sadly, the college is now thing positive to offer them. Right
S.U.B. the F.U.B. or in English,
Ad Manager : Pam Whitener
facing more cuts for the next fiscal now it offers little.
t.he Faculty Union Building. Only
Production Manager : Michael Golden
year which will cut even deeper
time will tell though, if they were
Students are practical these
into the fabric of the school.
right.
Feature Editor: Bill Kossen
Associate News Editors : Nancy Wolff,
days.
They know that a college
the
reality
that
students
This
is
The B.O.C. is very introverted
Feature Writers : Harold Lane,
Ken Munsell
degree should help them broaden
they
must
contend
with
when
their
inner
workings
too;
most
of
.
Nate Smith
Assistant News Editor : Becky Prieur
are hidden in executive sessions enter Central. Each year they go their personal perspective on life
Photo Editors : Paul Fridlund
News Staff : Ken Staley, Rick Kraus
here, they will have fewer and and in their search for a good job.
and
obscure meetings around the
George May
Katie Earing , Pat Hadaller
fewer
academic options available As more professors leave Central,
S.U.B. Most B.O.C. members are
Photographer: Damian Schwartz Arts and Enterta irmen t · Jon Daigneault,
more programs are cut and fewer
so tied up with meetings with to them.
Copy Editors : Gayle Burton,
Dawn McFarland , Ann Schwietert ,
educational
options become availThe
blame
for
this
sorry
state
of
faculty and administrative people
Mory Zumbrunnen
.Ruth Terrill
that they have little or no oppor- affairs must rest on the shoulders able, fewer students will conie
Typists : Lindo Ocker, Teri Ogden Editorial Staff : George Hansen , Shane
tunity to get out and press the of the administration. In the past here and more will leave for other,
Production Stafl : Steve Holm
Kenison , Scott Mueggler
flesh. When they do, it's timed ten years, Central's admini;trat- better colleges.
Kathy Jones, Lyn McCrock~n.
Sports Editor : Jack Corey
·
ors have done a sorry job promotWithin the month, Central will
around elections.
Tony Leitch , Becky Prieur
Sports Staff : Laurie Valderhoug,
Probably the least enjoyed as- ing the college with the state have chosen a new president .
. Bickie Wetherholt , GregKulczyk _
pect abut the B.O.C. is that it has legislature and has not developed Hopefully, his or her first task will
Tony Leitch
this almost childish insistence to innovative programs to attract be to recognize the serious problems facing the college and set
leave decisions to itself, without and keep students.
The most serious fault of the Central on a course divorced from
the active involvement of the
The newspaper of C e ntrol Wo s h 1ng1nn U r11ve "1ty pub li , h ed
administration is; however, it's the destructive policies of the
student body. Last year attempts
weekly du ri ng th e acodeni1c year ex c ept du1 •" 9 re9 1str o t•on
vocollon a r d the fina l week r.il e ocl1 quorler Vie w• e J1p r e sse-d
i -~ck of dedication tc. the humanisprevious administration. Then,
were
made
by
several
students
to
ore
nec e,•arilv t hose of student' stat! and ed it ors o f
Central wo .. hm·gton Un1v,ts1ty Ad -.1 ert ••1ng mo t ar10 ! p rasen1ed
involve more than B.O.C. mem- tic subjects that form the core of a perhaps, the Alumni Association
does. not imply endorsement Se c ond class poslO ':J'" po1d
bers in the legislative process and liberal education. While the school will have real, positive reasons to
t:llensburg WA 98926
were met with sound opposition. promotes technical education (the encourage students to attend
Juf!t the other day though it was province of the junior colleges), Central.
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Letters To The Editor
The discredited editorship candiclosed to resurface the floor, it
date astonishes me by remaining remained closed for 21/z weeks,
on the staff of the CRIER albeit in
when it should have been open
a gelded state thanks to the new
after 4-5 days. I talked with one of
Editor's honorable goals for this
the college employees working
Q_uarter's CRIER.
there, and he told me everything
Lastly, friends, it is in fact very was ready to go, but they were
honorable to use the CAMPUS keeping the place closed to paint a
CRIER to further one's own selfish rodeo banner!!! This typified the
DEAR EDITOR:
ambitions for some national layout garbage we've put up with all
Well, friends, the CRIER. and I awards and the like, at the year. We pay almost $200 per
have parted company, and ·r am. expense of other people who have quarter for the use of facilities and
hoping that as a mere student I worked long and hard on behalf of they should be available during .all
have a forum in the LETTERS TO the CRIER, and who have paid ·school hours. For the most part,
THE EDITOR section.
their dues many times over. I Central's athletics is on the way
Since we've been away, the new admire a 'man who can stab others downhill. I will never recommend
and improved CAMPUS -CRIER of in the back anc\ smile all the while. another athlete to come here; let
the last two quar,ters has been It takes an honorable man to them go to Eastern where they
dismantled and thrown away. perform such' a feat.
.don't have to put up with poor
Your friends and mine, the Board
I, myself, fell to a simple table facilities. It's not surprising the
of Publications, have dug deep into knife which severed my financial Evergreen Conference is breaking
the closet for the retread of a '50's support, my .livelihood, . and my up; in a ·few more years Central
style "community oriented" paper respect for honorable Mr. Fridlund wo.n't be competitive.
with the honorable Paul Fridlund and his friends, the Adams family.
.
My only question to them is not MITCH RINGE
as the .lleW m editor..
My friends, Paul Fridh:1n~ is an "Why?" (for I am not pr~ne to
honorable ma~. ~here ~s. mdeed questioning their normal behavior
much honor m .discreditmg .the patterns) but rather the question
onl~ other can~1da~e for Editor is "Et tu, Paul?"
durmg the Pubhcat1on Board me. because he (Pau 1) was not Paxvobiscum, (as much as it is
U
et mg
·
h'
lif'
·
secure m IS own qua 1cat1ons. possible for all of you)
There is even more honor in
DEAR EDITOR:
. d'mg t rad•t•
deman
1 ion be bro ken Robin Campo
(and, thus, stripping Fall Quarter's
·
f
Ed 't 0 f th e f"irst t WO issues
0
As I sat read'mg your 1ast fa 11
this1 or
quarter that he was entitled
to) by discrediting his perform- .
quarter's paper, I had to stop and
ance.
These honorable tactics
laugh for a moment. Because on
were supported by a small group
page eight of your paper there was
an art1'cle on how Barto Hall has
of friends known simply as "The
(The Adams
changed. The article was kind of
Adams Family."
family is quite renowned for its DEAR EDITOR:
backstabbing tactics which they
displayed quite adequately at the
I am-sick and tired of having my
last Publication Board meeting.)
workout sched.ule upset by petty
The most honorable behavior closures of the gym. It has been
came from those on the board.
very difficult to train when certain
One of the characters on the board areas are only open from 2:30-5
.even offered the opposing candid- p.m. I see no reason why the
·ate a job writing sports for a local weight room should not be open
daily paper demonstrating that . when the gym opens and until it
they did not even consider his closes. Why does it close at 5 p.m.?
candidacy seriously. (I think it It can't be that disturbing for a
was some guy named Foster jogging class. It "leems there are
Brooks or some such ridiculous people on this car. )US who thrill in
thing, but I'm not sure.) Such a making it diffic .lt for athletes.
display of honorable behavior I Take the soccer team, for example.
have never seen.
For their Here we have a championship
honorable behavior, the Publica- team who can't continue playing
tion Board awarded the new staff because .t he school won't put up
tickets for a free ride on the the N ..A:!·~· admission fee. Early
Goodrich blimp.
this summer the~ !ielq house was

Crier
editor
criticized

Barto no i·se
h r t S ea rs

p a VI•1I 0 n
1•

rapped

comical; since all afternoon I could weigh 205 lbs. I have . brow·n hair
hear nothing but Barto Hall.
and blue eyes. My ~nterests vary,
Now, I'm a.transfer student and but are mainly sports, music, arid .
I know nothing of Barto's reputa- · right now, my school work, as I am
tion of three years ago. But I was taking correspondence courses
here last year and I know Barto is from the Evergreen State College.
keeping . up it's reputation for This is very important to me as I
being the noisiest dorm on cam- · -am receiving no correspondence at
pus. I think it is a bit ridiculous this time. i'wlll answer all letters.
when I can not even hear my own SINCERELY,
choice of music in my own apartment.
GARY A. NOBLE
So, Barto, take your reputation ~------------,
and stic.k it in your ear. This
probably would not hurt since
[-l_ ·
none of you seem to have any .--11'"4'
t;_-. ,-(
hearing at all.
. I
1&. ._

The
Ipen
· f.Q,I·. ; ,.
I

LYNN HAMMOND
ANDERSON APARTMENTS

p . ri s 0 n er
·
Wr1· tes

CQNN~CTIQN

$ J '.1

Inc I u des : Lift Ticket
and Round Trfp
Transportation
Every Thursday at

DEAR EDITOR:

8 a.m. return 4 p.m.
Every Friday nite at
5 30 return .I a.m.
Bus / eaves in f ront

:

I am presently incarcerated at
the Washington State Penitentiary in Walla Walla. One of the
most important things to a person
0 f strange Is
in my position is correspondence Info rm a tio n ,' tickets
with the outside world, and especfally to myself, as I plan on being a· nd reservat1'ons at
released towards the end of 1978.
(~ill.\\Cl
For this -reason I would like to
place an ad in your paper as
(1)~,1~1rl
ii\~~
( --,1._11._1,.--t~
follows :
I am 27 years old, 6'4 1/2" an~· +--5_0_6_N_._P_i_ne_s_t._ _ _ _9_2_5-_2_20_0__,

\\'ILLlr

.,

PHOTOGRPPHY

JOO's·· of winners

'

Win Current Hits
Listen To FM 91 for Details.
3 p.m. - 12 midnight, Sunday -· Friday

·~FM

91

The only Progressive · Rock Station in Central Washington
Request Line 963-2311

206 East 4th 962·9500

We have all the supplies you need for
Color-and Black & White work .
Camera repair, Studio and Gallery. ·
You can talk to us. Open 6 days a week .

Beginning January 16th.
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Harrington calls budget cuts a 'disaster'
·(Cont. from Page 1)

out from under us." Harrington out of the four quarters. They
said that the college will try to would have the other quarter off
meet the cuts, if they are made, by without e_a~. Strong opposition has
using a three-stage program.
already been voiced by the faculty
The first stage would put the to this proposal.
college on a four-quarter system
If the -four-quarter plan does not
where instructors only teach three solve the problem, Harrington said

Dr. Harrington called the proposed cuts a "disaster", commenting
that "Long range planning is a bad
joke around here. Every time we
stand up, we have the rug pulled

that the college would move
non-civil service appointees (administration personnel) from a
twelve month per year contract to
one running only ten months.
Harrington said that his own office
would be involved with this plan,

NOW IN PROGRESS!
ANNUAL INVENTORY
REDUCTION SALE

a year

.;.

savings
0
m

SALEENDSMONDAY,JANUARY 16

~-,_,11,:_; TURNTABLES
.
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MERCHANDISE
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Pioneer s~t-S~~·~·-·

PioneerS~~.?505~

........ SALE$

...

259

sALE$549

CASSETTE TAPE DECKS
Technics RS 615

PIONEER.
when you want something better

List $210 ................. SALE

YamahaTX5llS
List 5270 ............ . .... SALE

s~~~~E ~·- .$ 2 9
~

(

$229

ADVENT CASSETTES!

CARTRIDGE.

1

$189

Chromium Dioxide C-90's (Case of 12)

(List $72)

$39.95

SAVE 10% to25%
ON DEMO AND OPEN BOX SPEAKERS,
TURNTABLES, DECKS, AMPS AND RECEIVERS BY
)JJ1 1 ADVENT·ADS·DAHLQUIST·NAKAMICHl·SAE·
SANSUl·SONY·TECHNICS·YAMAHA.
ALL CARRY FULL MANUFACTURER'S WARRANTY

~iscwashe;\
/All '

1 (~ r~~C:ddu~~~e
~ 20 %
~Off

(All sales final-no returns)
DUAL 1219 TURNTABLE
W/CARTRIDGE . . . . . . . . . . .

KR6200
$ 21 9
$S Used Equipment Specials KENwooD
RECEIVER
[45
w/ch]
.......
.
9 DYNACO SCA80Q

$1 2 9
W/CARTRIDGE · · · · · · · · · ·
MIRACORD 50H-MK II
$65
TURN TABLE W/CART ...... .
CO PAT 4
$
~;::MP ..... ~............. 5 9

INTEGRATED AMP [45 w/ch] ....

DUAL 1229 TURNTABLE

HARMAN KARDON 900 &
RECEIVER [90 w/ch]............

/i.:.)

l

$1 7 9
KENWOOD KR6l 6 0
$99·
RECEIVER [25 w/ch]. . . . . . . . .
$1 29 SHERWOOD S-8900
$149

HARMAN KARDON 150 &
RECEIVER [70 w/ch] .. . .. . . .. .. . .

FINA NCI.NG ARRANGED
VISA'

$ 12 5
$149

i

KENWOOD KR 5 200
RECEIVER r35 w/chl ....... .

RECEIVER r65 w/chl· · · · · · ·

TEREDCRIFT
408 N. Pearl

962-2830

saying that he didn't know how the
administration could run the college if its personnel only worked
ten months each. That would be
two months of .).mpaid leave for the
administration.
The third stage would be a
reduction in force (R.I.F.) of untenured faculty. Harrington said that
at the low figure of $158,000 for
reduction in instructional funds, a
R.I.F. of nine faculty members
would virtually cover the entire
figure, even if no other way could
be found to distribute the cut. He
used a figure of $19,000 as the
average salary for Central faculty
in computing this figure.
At the December 12, 1977
meeting of Central's Board of
Trustees, the trustees at the
urging of Harrington, deferred
granting tenure to eleven of
fourteen candidates. Only three, in
immediate danger of losing their
jobs if not granted tenure, were
accepted.
According to the Ellensburg
Daily Record, Harrington said that
he could "argue logically for a total
moratorium on tenure until we
find out where we are."
Harrin.gton told the CRIER that
the cuts and R.I.F.s in the past
and the proposed cuts in the future
have caused a deterioration in
faculty morale. He believes that
this is an unfortunate but understandable problem caused by the
instability that the threatened
cuts have caused.
Harrington points out that the .
cuts facing Central are typical of
the plight of higher education
throughout the state and the
country. He noted thllt all of the
other colleges in Washington State
face similar cuts and said that
similar and more drastic cuts have
been made in other states, notably
Michigan and 'Montana.
In order to write the budget cut
proposal, the Budget Advisory
Committee chaired by President
James Brooks and including Harrington and Jones and other
administration officials held several meetings. ·
Proposals were made at the first
meeting and then Jones took them
and formulated a working draft.
The final draft was then submitted
back to the board which revised
and eventually passed it, according to Harrington. They then
mailed the plan to Olympia on the
night before the December 31
deadline.
Jones and Harrington are both
concerned about the long term
affects of the proposed cuts. Jones
said that the real budget problems
facing Central will not come until
next year, during the 1978-79
biennium when the full effects of
the sales tax cut will be felt.
The legislature is also obligated
to find funds to pay for the public
schools, replacing special levies,
during the next biennium by court
order. This will place an added
burden on the state treasury.
Central's budget process for the
next biennium has already begun
with budget calls out to the
various school departments.
Jones said, "We will ask for a
budget which we feel is necessary
to do the job. We will not build in
the ~uts made at this time into the
budget requests. That's where we
will start and from there we will
work with the governor and the
legislature." He hopes that any
cuts made now will not be permanent or effect the next budget.
Harrington was not so optimistic. He said that if "they cut us
next year, it is _a permanent cut
since each year's budget is used as
a basis for the riext year's."
CAREER INFORMATION
LIBRARY
The Career Information Library
is open for your use any time
during office hours (8-12 & 1-5).
Students still seeking should check
job listing books.

Jan.
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The perils of a middle-aged coed
BY FAITH WENTZ
Mama is a middle-aged coed.
Sounds like the title of a B-grade
movie, doesn't it? It could more
accurately be made into a disaster film.
Since I gave up being a lady of

leisure, with only a family to take
care of and joined the ranks of
notetaking, book-carrying, college
students, our household can best
be described as being in a constant
state of organized chaos.
I suppose our house is no different than a college dorm, with

From Nigeria to E-burg:
the 10,000 mile commuter
BY PAT HADALLER
There are many non-residential
students here at Central. Some
come from as far away as Maine
and Florida. But, how many students do you meet from foreign
countries?
Tunji Alao, 24, is one of these
foreign students. Tunji was born
and raised in Lagos, Nigeria,
which is the nation's capital. "Ni- '
geria," said Tunji, "is the richest
and most densely populated nation
in Africa. Its vast reserves of gas
and coffee have helped it become a
very important country to the
world, in recent years."
Why did Tunji decide to come to
Central? Tunji replied, "Initially I
wanted to major in agriculture. A
friend from Nigeria had gone to
school in the United States. He
told me that the state of Washington is a good agricultural area and
that I would enjoy living there. In
looking for a good junior college I
was referred to Yakima V:illey
Community College (Y.V.C) Wniie
attending Y.V~C., I became interested in the Mass Communications
Department. After completing
two years at Y.V.C., I wished to
continue my education; and that is
why I am here at C.W.U."
Tunji's first job in the U.S. was
as a house parent for six juvenile
delinquents in Yakima. "The kids,"
said Tunji, "varied in age from
fourteen to eighteen years. I lived
with them for one and a half years.
They taught me a lot about the
American way of life."
"The American lifestyles," !!aid
Tunji, "are a lot different than Nigeria's. The dress is much more
liberal in the United States than in
Nigeria, the main reason being the
hot and tropical climate of Nigeria.

Another large difference in lifestyles is the variation in languages. In the cities of Nigeria
people speak English. But if one
lives in the suburbs and rural
areas, he may speak any one of the
350 dialects. In contrast, the U.S.
has only one language throughout
the whole nation. The richest and
best educated people of Nigeria
live-in the cities. In these cities one
can get most of the luxuries of the
modern world. But in the rural
areas one may have to travel three
hundred miles to get to one of
these cities. One does not see this
big of a contrast in the United
States."
Tunji was married last summer.
He and his wife, Marcie, worked
swing shift at Libby's cannery in
Yakima. The Alao's moved to
Ellensburg this ·quarter rather
than commute from Yakima.
When asked if he plans to return
to Nigeria, Tunji replied, "I am not
in the U.S: to live, I am here to get
an education. After I get my
second degree in Mass Communications, I plan to return home.
Universities are very few in Africa
and only big people (government
people) can get their children in
them."
· Tunji said, "Before I came to the
U.S. I was an immigration officer
in Lagos. With a masters degree in
Mass Communications, I will be
able to get a better job when I
return to Nigeria."
A.F.R.O.T.C. OPEN HOUSE
The A.F.R.O.T.C. cadets at Central will be hosting an Open House
on January 18 at Peterson Hall
from 3 to 6 p.m. They would like to
invite any student on campus to
stop by and ask about the officer
training program.

eight bodies trying to occupy two
bathrooms simultaneously. From
6:30 until 7:30 a.m. each week-day
morning, pandamonium reigns
supreme.
Everyone needs my attention all
at once. Someone needs a note
signed so he can bring a tuba home
to practice, another needs 50 cents
for a reed for her saxaphone and
still another reminds me that she
has a game at school that afternoon and would I please come and
watch. That brings forth a cry of
indignation from one of the other
kids reminding me that last Tuesday I promised to come to his
game this afternoon.
I'm rescued from all this because
it's time for me to get going and
pick up my rider for the trip to
Ell~nsburg and the world of academe.
The 40 mile trip. from Union Gap
to the university is no different
for me than it is for any other
commuter, -· nor is my day at
Central much different than for
those fresh out of high school.
Of course, the desks were made
with 90 pound 18 year-olds in mind
and the buildings could be a little
closer together, for the benefit of
those of us who can remember
when "Fifties Day" at school was
every day.
At the end of the school day, I
become housewife and mother
again.
I divide what is left of the
afternoon between the two ballgames. I fix supper and then bribe
someone into doing the dishes. I
open my books with the intention
of getting in some study time.
"Mom, did you forget you were
going to help me make my pep
leader suit?"
No, I hadn't but I'd hoped she
would.

"I can't figure out this algebra ·'Will you explain how to conjugate
problem, can you help me? I'm this verb?"
.
.
sure glad you took that algebra
It's finally time to chase everycourse last year, aren't you, one to bed.
Mom?"
Two and one half hours after I
No, I'm not, because now there's opened my books to study, I finno excuse for not knowing how to ally begin reading. Oh, well, I can
do it.
study better after everyone is in
"Mom, my teacher says you're bed anyway.
supposed to help me practice my
But that algebra problem that
spelling words:"
we couldn't figure out is still
Oh, she did, did she? .......,
bothering me. Let's see, what did
"Mother, I don't know what my .we do with his book? Hm, 3x plus 7
Germ~n teacher is talking about.
is equal to or greater than ...

===~::i:=~~~~~~-
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Precision
hair cutting
for men
and women

Hours: 8-5 Mon.-Sat.
Open Tues., Wed.

&Thurs. till 0 p.m.

925-HAIR
707 N. Main

HEADHUNTER
HAIR CARE STUDIO
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15% Student Discount
Guarantee:
Every item we sell will
give complete
satisfaction or you
may return it,
accompanied by your
proof of purchase, for
a full refund.

Mike McGinnis
C WU, Campus Representative
925-6711
For well over fifty years Eddie Bauer has been
producing premium quality outdoor garments. Our
commitment to quality allows us to maintain an
unconditional gaurantee. Because Bauer quality is
obvious, we have never found a need to discount our
prices.
In hopes of gaining long-term customers, we are
offering Central students our 15% discount when the
order is placed through your campus representative.

Mike McGinnis
925-6711

Starring Donald Sutherland
and Elliot Gould

Jan.12 S.U.B. Theatre
3, 7, & 9: 30 p.ni.
$1 adniission
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Pavilion hours questioned
BY PAT HADALLER

These priorities are academic,
athletic, intramurals and recreaNicholson Pavilion is the largest tion respectively. It is that final
recreational facility in Ellensburg; category that is of concern here.
On Saturdays and Sundays,
yet, it is closed after 5:30 p.m. on
the weekends.
_
_
_ Nicholson Pavilion is open from
According to Mike McLeod, 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Only adults
Recreation Coordinator, the pavi- with an A.S.C. card or a staff pass
lion is operated on a priority basis. are allowed to use the pavilion for

•

General Use during that time. The
swimming pool is not included in
General Use. McLeod said, "The
reason kids are not allowed to use
the pavilion is because we do not
have the man power available to
watch them.
McLeod continued, "I have had
no requests to have it (the pavilion) open later on weekends. My
people take a head count every
hour and tally the number of
people in each area on a prepared
sheet of paper. The number of
people in the pavilion drops considerably after 3:30 p.m. and even
more at 4:30 p.m. By 5:30, there
are very few people in the building."
Gary · Frederick, Chairman of
the Physical Education Department, said there are two full-time
civil service people (security
guards) during the week and only ·
one on the weekends. Those civil
service people do not wish to work
overtime, and they do not have
enough money in their budget to
hire another guard.
Roger Novobielski, a junior
stated, "I would like to see the
pavilion open at least until 9
p.m. on the weekends. Ellensburg
isn't the liveliest town to live in. I
would like to play some basketball
after dinner and Nicholson Pavilion is the only available facility,
but it is closed."
Frederick said ·years ago the
pavilion used to be open longer on
weekends; but nowadays law suits
are extremely popular and they
must be very careful. ·
If anyone has a desire for a
change in the times at the pavilion,
they are urged to take their
requests to Mike McLeod's office
at the main office in the S.U.B.
Nicholson Pavilion is there for the
students; and if they don't give
any feedback, how are the changes
to come about?

University Disco
Saturday,Jan.14

M.R. Golden

For Health's Sake
In our youth-conscious society of today, dieting ap~ars to be on
the minds of many. There are numerous diet plans catering to our
overfed but undernourished popul_ace, with each proponent
proposing his or her way to be THE sure way to lose those
unwanted pounds and tone up that loose flab.
·
To lose weight safely, though, th~re are four basic steps to
dieting which, should be heeded.
To begin with, o~e's proper weight must be estimated-based on
sex, height, body frame and age. (Desirable height and weight
charts can be obtained from insurance companies, among others.)
As an example: a 25 years or older male, who is 5'8" and of small
frame, should weigh between 132-141; of medium frame, 138-152;
and of large frame, 147-166. A 25 years or older female, who is 5'8"
and of small frame should weigh between 122-131; of medium
frame, 128-143; and of large frame 137-154.
Secondly the reason for being overweight must be determined;
whether the cause is glandular malfunctions, cultural or family
eating patterns, or due to psychological tensions (such as boredom
or anxiety). These underlying causes, if not taken into account and
dealt with accordingly, can waylay the BEST diet program before
it has a chance to do any good.
Thirdly, a sensible diet plan must be set up-that is, to lose
weight, an individual must simply burn more calories than are
consumed; caloric intake below that needed to maintain one's
current weight will cause a weight loss. One pound of fatty tissue
is equal to 3,500 calories; therefore, a daily decrease of 1,000
calories would result in approximately two pounds of weight loss.
per week.
Finally, the chosen dietary plan must be put into action along
with regular exercise. Exercise firms muscles and increases the
metabolic rate, making the dieter feel better. Exercise without
cutting down on calories, however, is not the answer to weight
loss. The majority of ingested calories are burned through general
metabolic functions such as keeping the body warm, breathing and
heartbeat, rather than through physical activity.
Unfortunately, many dieting programs are ended before they
are able to accomplish their purpose, because the dieter just isn't
losing weight as fast as he or she would like. Keep in mind that it
took time to put on those extra pounds and it's going to take time
to lose them.

Accident insurance

Are you covered?
BY GARY FISHER
Accidents and sickness are realities of university life that students
must face.
The Mutual of Omaha Insurance
Company has an accident and
sickness plan especially designed
for students.
Any full time
student enrolled at C.W.U. as well
as their dependents, are eligible
for coverage under this plan.
According to Don Guy, Dean of
Student Development, "Students
may enroll in the insurance plan
anytime during Winter and Spring
Quarter. If they wait 20 days
beyond registration, they will
~~mu

I

need a physical to qualify for the
plan."
Guy added to this by saying that
since the health center will no
longer offer overnight facilities, it
would· seem important for students to have some type of health
insurance.
Any student desiring this insurance must sign up within 20 days
after registering. The coverage
from this plan extends from January 5, 1978 to September 28, 1978
at a total cost of $49.50.
· Brochures on student health
information may be picked up at
the health center or at the
Cashiers Office in Mitchell Hall.

•.

11111RJ1~• rm~~~,

" Ranch Tavern :.

S.U.B. Cafeteria

10 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Admission 25 ~

1··
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Space controve.rsy continues
BY HAROLD LANE
"It's clear we have, almost without
noticing it, entered a golden age of
planetary exploration."
Dr. Carl Sagan
Great political debates seem to
telegraph their presence to the
public, years before they fully
develop. "Brown vs. Board of
Education," the landmark Supreme Court decision of 1954,
foreshadowed the intense racial
struggle in the America of the
Sixties. The rise of Hitler in
Europe during the late Thirties
was repeatedly signaled by the
obscure, tortuous manuevers in
Germany a decade before.
So it seems with space exploration. Those who have not taken
space technology seriously, or
thought it a dead horse after the
lunar landirigs, are now shifting
their positions. In August, Newsweek reported that California
governor, Jerry Brown, was using
his support of the space shuttle to
bolster his popularity. (Not only
does the shuttle relieve unemployment in California, Brown uses
space as a grace note of optimism
to lighten his generally pessimistic
political beliefs.) Later that same
month, Time Magazine reported.
the space agency's list of shuttle
clients. Among those who will buy
cargo room on space flights will be
Westinghouse, ITT, and Volkswagen, who thought enough of the
research possibilities to invest
$32,000,000.

Furthermore, both wire services have reported a split in -the
C.l.A. caused by the spacecraft.
W. Stansfield Turner, Director of
the Intelligence Agency, recently
dismissed several hundred agents,

saying their function had been
replaced by spy satellites. Turner's opponents disagreed, claiming that such satellites were
ineffective and vulnerable tci
attack by Russian "satellite killers" tested in space since June.
.Whether or not V.W. is ·w asting
its millions or whether Turner's
dismissals were correct, is unimportant here. What is important is
that the American political system
is grappling in its usual awkward
way with one of the dominant
ideas of the future-the potential
of space travel.
Two men have become particularly vocal on this subject. One is
Dr. Carl Sagan, a biochemist at
Harvard. Well known for his
best-selling science books ("The
Cosmic Connect.ion" and "The Dragons of Eden") Sagan gained his
expertise on space from his close
association with the Mariner and
Viking space probes. The other,
George Keegan, is a retired Air
Force general with years of experience in the Pentagon. The beliefs
these men espouse, important
even now, may become the focal
point for political movements in
the future.
Sagan looks upon space exploration as the trigger for a new burst
of human creativity and as the key
to solving many pressing problems. He quotes figures which
state that the European nations
spend only half of one percent of
their gross national product on the
exploration of North America. For
the United States to spend any
less on space, he says, would be a
terrible crime, equivalent to "firing all the shipwrights, sailweavers and navigators in Spain" after
Columbus had landed.
What would Sagan do with this
fraction of the G.N.P.? Spend it on

astronomical flights, experiments
to determine the existence of
extra-terrestial life and many
other projects. What all these
flights have in common is their
"pure science" nature. They are
not designed to make a profit, or to
make America more militarily
secure, but merely to increase
human knowledge, for the sake of
knowledge. Sagan justifies this
apparent waste by saying that
"pure science" is more profitable
in the long run than simple
commercial exploitations like the
space shuttle.
·
General Keegan is just as in-sistently pro-space as Sagan, but his
motivations are different. He sees
space technology as another tool
Russia could use to dominate the
Western nations and sees .America as the only defense for the new
terror. He was the first man to
warn the C.l.A. of the "satellite
killers," space bombs which splin-·
ter American satellites with shrapnel. Since then, he has written of
laser artillery stations which could
perform the same duties as the
"killers" and eventually fire down
on Earth targets.
Keegan has come under great
criticism for his views. Some
attack him as unscientific; his
miniature artillery batteries are
impractical because of the tremendous expense involved and because laser beams dissipate too
quickly_for the accuracy required.
Others ridicule his attitude-a
recent issue of New Republic
Magazine referred to his speeches
as "Cold War rhetoric on a galactic
scale."
Despite their obvious differences, both Sagan and Keegan have
something in common: the gloominess of the pictures they paint.
Either space is the scene of

short-term exploitation at the Chi Minh. head of North Vietnam.
·expense of valuable information, Johnson soon received a reply-a
or it is an arena for ruthless very warm, congratulatory note of
military adventures. Grim and thanks. It was one of the few
unattractive, either way.
pleasant communications the two
So, perhaps for the sake of men had.
objectivity, one should see a
The best hope for those destined
glimpse of a sunnier vision. Arthur to live under super-power space
C. Clarke tells this story in his technology is that the builders are
book, "Report on Planet Three": - driven by higher notives like
Lyndon Johnson, after receiving· a friendship, instead of the lower
new picture of the planet Earth ones so chillingly described by
from astronauts, sent a copy to Ho Sagan and Keegan.

Campus Beauty Parlor
and the
Band Box Beauty Salon
203 E. 5th

S.U.B Ballroom

$2.00 per person

925-2 177

·January Special 10% off all permanent waving
Specializing in men's and women's
complete beauty care.

Haircutting & Styling
Open early morning
and late night
by appointment

lstAll l/niversity
Dance·
of
1978
Smyle
Friday 13th of Jan.

925-9595

In the Plaza

@REDI<EN·

~age

10
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Prices subject to change

You bet, we're open!
Monday:

Big screen TV all televised
N6A games Monday through
Thursday. $1.25 pitchers &
1/3 off pizzas

Thursday:

Vet's night-$2.50 steak
dinners, $3.00 with
baked potato all night.
$1.25 pitchers

(Take advantage of our large screen)

Wedn9sday:

(Must have Vet ..J.D. cards,
or D.D. 214)

$2.50 steak dinners,
$3.00 with baked potato,
$1.50 pitchers upstairs all night.

Sunday:

--ALSO-Ladi~s

night-Free cover
and 1/2 price wine all
night .(up_stairs only)

$1.50pitchers &grill your
own burger $1~00 tax

*

Da-i ly Luncheon Specials
Quick service for lunch menu

.GOOFY'S WINTER
BAND SCHEDULE
Jan. 11-14 CHILD (Justreleasednew
album)
Jan. 18-21 SHAKER (They're shakin!·
Rock&Funk)

Jan. 25-28 PATRICIA LEE &
PUNCH (AnotherEpicentre)
Feb. 1-4 BRO HAM (Back by popular
·

demand! tight disco.)
Feb. 8-11 BRIDGES (Backupbandfor
Pablo Cruise, Little River Band, Tubes,
Ohio Players, Richie Havens.
A definate change and treat.

Feb. 14-18 NASH (Rock & Roll at
its best)

Feb. 22-25

Mar.
\

CROWN

(Rock at its finest)
1-4 EPICENTRE (Have a clue)

Sandwiches
10·_!! BOY

onr LL YOUR OWN TO PWl.Pl:!CTION

N: !~:!11ent

~~s!nz;L;:'~o~:~~~.. ••. •. ••. ••.••.•.~
STEAK TERIYAKI

Gooty•a ovn marinade ••••.•••••••••••• ~

BEEF STEAK EN

BRO~

~=r~;~

tender bottom sirloin , , ,.$

ot

'

'·OD
/

(Former members of the
Bards aim to please.)
Hours:

D

lf,;;i.S

LUNCHEON 'STEAK
a savory steak, salad bar and

;:;;:dr:!:~l w~t~M~i~~~. ~~~~: .. .... •• .~ J. 75

Sat ads
CHEF'S SALAD

hari, turkey, cheese, the works •• ••••• .:$
Dinner eize •••••• .$

3

00

·
01.00

3, oo

ceiected local greens .... $

TOSSED GREEN

I

salad and dinner roll, choice

ot dreeaing •••••••••••••••••••••••••• .$

·

()O

't:;;s

'ch~ese,

of corned beir, BWl.se
eourkrau.t, and serveU on rye bread •••• ,.; ~. al.S"

CLUB HOUSE
a triple decker loaded with olicec!
turkey, bacon, lettuce and tomatos .•••

D~Tfavorite

anytime ...... .............. .$

THE SUPER HOO BURGER
1/2 lb. of groWJd beet with "the
works 0 served vi th Jo-Jo fries •••••• • $ 3. DO

sliced anU p~led hiB'h with lettuce.
tomato on Whl.te bread , ,, •• • , ••• , •. •• ••

p:-:;~::I with

mustard on rye bread .••• ••

GRILLED CHEL'SE

Pizza.
cheese, ham, pepperoni, rnuehroom1
tomatos, & green peppers
(j

ALL

B0e,r &Win~

..
GLASS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,<»

.$

GLASS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.0

$al. clS

•

/. ?:5

<;.,;JlVED :IITH POTATO CUI 1!5,
POTATO " ALAD AND PUDDING,

tartar oauc e ••.• •••• • .$

~.Sl>

SHRillP IN A BASKm'

~!-~~l~;~~~e a~:c;~!~m=h~:~~~

• .. .. • . • • .~d.5D

SOUP & SALAD & BREA 1)

hot, crier and fresh .••.••..•.•.•.. • • •$

s~~~e o~r~

:Ii,Y

cup .......... $

Bowl , • , ....... .l

I .?S

. .,_ 0

· (,,()

SP~C IAL

Etc.
F<!ESll .;wm1p COCKTAIL ......... ........
Jo--10 FHLS ... ..... .. , ............. , . .
IDAHO lrAKt:D POTATO

0

ev eryth ing: ••• • · • · • • • · • • • • • • • · · · •

i
·'P

PO 1ATO CH IP. . ......................... • f.,
POTATO oAW\D • , • , •• , .... , • , ••••••• ·••••• 1BAK~D

?.

B .All

... . . . . . . . . . , ... , •• , • , ••• , • •r:

Spacer~

' ?S

CARAFE ............................... ~3 . SC

COK!.: 1 BU!JBL.l:r-UP 1 TAB ••• , , , • • • , ••••••• • L

C0l'FLE , Tl:A,, MILK ... ... •· •••• • • .......
TOMATO JUICJ:: ..... ., ..... , • , ••• , ••• , •••

r$ .t.

4-12 p.m. Sun.

101W.4th•Ettansburg

d..

· 5

and...

HALF CARAFJ; •••• , • , , ... , ...... , ....... ..$ I ·

11 :30 a.m. to 2 ci.m. Mon.-Sat

~

WEIGHT WATCH~S
1/3 lb. sround beef , cottage cheese,
_
and tomato elicea ••••••••••,., •••••••• ::J, .2.dO

w1 th

'/O

DRAFT B~R

Dessert

X.~5

c ANJJ:·: ICH~'S

~

3

~ . :::::: !::::::::::::::::::::::::::::$'1:~s

CHEESE CAKE .......... .......... , • , • , • •

~

juet ask your wa1 trees cause it 1 s
never th e same t ! : J J

'"!'HE COMBINATION"

PB INB

'$

~:r!:ran 0~e:=:~e t~~~~~. ~~:~~~: • • • • • • • • $

GOOFY' S FRIDAY

I

? _

~~~ t:1:r a;~~e b;:::s~. ~~~~~~. ~~ •,. • •. • • • .$ ~. ;;~-

. F;~~J: ~~!:; and

Burgers
THE GOOFY BUnGER
1
bacon, lettuce, tomato, pickles,
cheese, etc. on a eeeame seed bun
r,erved with Jo-Jo fries •••••• •••••••• d>..:l ..;2~

ROSE '

$.).

HAM & CJU:.i!:S.t:

The above do not include salad bar,
BAR
'
Toeeed green salad, olives, green
onions, sliced carrots and pickled
vegetables, 3 bean salad, crutone 1
and a roll.
All you want •••• •·••••••~ .:J. ?'5

I

./. 75

lean , rare roaut beef ori french bread .. .i ..l. ..J.5

1

SALAD

DURGUJDY

.•• • •. $

ROA'.iT }l:..:..::F

TURKEY

PI'!CHER • ,. ••• , . . . . . . . . . . . . , •• , •••• , ••• -$di·

Mar. 8-11 LUCKY PIERRE

~~~~~: ~:;:dr~~~~e:e:~t!n!h!~l~ue

5 5D

the above served with baked pot~,
Salad. b&r, and diMer roll.

s~~:r:pb~~u;~

.J, /5-

FUICH oIP

air loin skewered with goodies •••••••• ~ <.p.O

All

~~:~:e b:~~' l~~k~~is1~c~ - ~~~~~:: ....... i

choice .....................1> ff. DD

925-3236

$

f>

l.$'O
/.CG
. 75
·

I .':>

·X

• 1C

'.-:s

:"ID
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Legal highs: another ripoff?
magazines reveal advertisements one ad, "but 100. percent legal."
for such wonders as "legal grass, . Through the. years, the dried
"One pill makes you larger and organic speed, lettuce. opium and, leaves of damiana, a plant found in
one pill makes you small." Grace psychedelic seeds." A few of the tropical America, Texas and Galimore exotic ones are "African yo- fornia ha,ve been known as an
Slick of The Jefferson Airplane.
himbe bark, Kava Kava root and aphrodisiac, general stimulant, la"Let's Get Small" Steve Martin.
"Let's "go get stoned" Ray Hawaiian baby woodrose seeds,"
xative and tonic.
But the doctors could find
These "drugs" have not gone
Charles.
Well, the list is endless, but I'm unnoticed by the scientific com- nothing in medical literature to
sure you get the message. A lot of munity though. A couple of highly support those myths.
Lobelia is also known as Indian
people want to get messed-up on respected scientists, Drs. John M.
drugs. There are only two things Brown and Marvin H. Malone of Tobacco because it was used by
wrong with wanting to get high off the University of the Pacific in eastern North American Indians.
drugs these days. Number one-is Stockton, California, have been What they used it for is best dethe price; the price one must pay if monitoring these and other "legal scribed by another of its common
caught using, selling, buying or highs" since 1971. Their latest re- names, "vomit wood". When
smoked in moderate doses the
making the drug. Number two-is ports reveal some interesting
drug is extremely effective ... at
the price; the high price one mu1?t facts.
pay for the poor quality one re- Brown and Malone .point out · J¥king people throw up. Larger
that "legal high" drugs are doubly . doses can cause convulsions and ·
ceives.
Due to these and other reasons, untouched by the law. They are respiratory failure.
Another disappointment could
a new business has been flourish- not illegal. But neither are they
ing under our very own nostrils. monitored by legal authorities like be the widely advertised drug,
That is the business that involves the Food and Drug Administration African yohimbe bark. Used as an
the retailing of "legal highs", those for safety, purity or effectiveness. aphrodisiac in Western Africa for
"Do 'legal highs' deliver full centuries, "the sensuous stone" to
so-called mindbenders that are
cheap to buy and will not send a value?" the doctors ask. "Or do be used for "effortless seduction"
person directly to jail (or even they represent just another com- was purchased in a head shop by
the doctors. They did not discover
mercially profitable rip-off?"
Baltic Avenue).
They-conclude that a few "legal a trace of the yohimbe alkaloids in
Justified by a need to provide
· quality, legal drugs that the aver- highs" do live up to their billing it, which are the active ingreage week-end junkie can afford, but most do not and some are dients.
"legal highs" have developed a downright hazardous.
Other "legal highs" carry potent
Damiana and lobelia for inreputation for being as much of a
rip-off as the drugs they were in- stance, are common ingredients in but sometimes unpleasant side
an herbal blend widely sold as effects. ·
tended to replace.
Baby woodrose seeds, a member
Looking at any recent edition of "legal grass" or "superweed."
Rolling Stone or High Times ("Just like the real thing," says of the morning glory family, will
induce hallucinations, as advertised. One researcher found they
.also produce "a miserable hangover, characterized by nausea,
constipation, vertigo, blurred vision and physical inertia."
Woodrose may be sold legally
BY HAROLD LANE
Douglas Munro were Central stu- only for planting purposes, but
dents who were killed in action they are clearly advertised as halThe first reaction was one of after entering the armed forces lucinogens, and Brown and Malone
confusion. Why were the build- during World War II. In order to suspect "that the purchasers of
ings known as Quiet Dorm and honor their sacrifice, their names these seeds are not all horticulMusic Dorm-perfectly good were attached to four dorms erectnames, according to the inhab- ed just south of the present L & L
itants-suddenly given new a,nd building. The naming of these
unwield) titles? Alford-Montgom· particular dorms was appropriate,
ery for Music? Carmody-Munro for since they were built to accomQuiet? Why, and what did it all modate the great number of
veteran students after the war.
mean?
In Febuary, T973, the GI Bill
Having no ready answers, some
of the confused residents resorted students were long gone and the
to sarcastic humor. Music acquired dorms had fallen into disrepair.
the nickname "Monty Hall," or They were eventually torn down,
even worse, "Montgomery Ward~" with the idea in mind that the
Still later, when the humor of the names would be attached to other
situation faded, these names re- buildings eventually. In May of ·
mained as symbols of an ap- last year, the decision was made to ..
parently inexplicable move by the switch the names to Quiet and
Music Dorms.
administration.
It's very unlikely that the resAn interview with the secretary of the Building Names Com- idents of the dormitories would
mittee, however, reveals that object to the move, had they
there is an explanation for the known about it. They would prochange-a very simple one. Mil- bably approve of the decision and
dred Paul, who works in the Pre- the sympathy behind it.
Still, nicknames die hard, no
sident's Office, stated recently
that the new names were part of a matter what causes them, so the
commitment made several years members of Music Dorm will probably still refer to place they live
ago.
Clifton Alford, Hamilton Mont- at as "Monty Hall" or "Montgomery, Courtland Car"mody and gomery Ward."
BY BILL KOSSEN

turalists."
"Lettuce opium" has no such
legal constraint, though the advertising is questionable enough to
warrant inspection. A High Times
ad bills it as "the stoniest, dreamiest preparation legally available."
This is a substance made from
wild or garden variety lettuce.
Either kind of lettuce will yield a
milky juice, called lactucarium,
with a smell similar to that of
:>pium.
Brown and Malone reviewed
medical literature and found that
it is harmless, non-addicting and
readily available, but it doesn't
work.
Once again, the doctors bought
some from a local retailer and got
burnod. They found not lactuca-

rium, only dried plant fibers.
"The price of $4.95 for two
grams of material is a cost of approximately $1,200 per pound for
dried lettuce," they observe.
The doctors' conclusion: "In the
case of 'legal highs,' as with many
recreational pursuits, value received appears to be in proportion
to what the purchaser expects,
rather than what he (or she)
actually purchases."
In other words, if you get off on
snorting Nestles Quick, do it.
Having chocolate-flavored saliva
for two hours is not a bad trip. But
just don't expect to make your
first million by marketing it.
Also, if they were such a good
high, why isn't anyone smoking
banana peels any!llore?

,

'

~if,~

Your local
dealer for

·~:111<~~

ttJ\ -\

!:~n::;v;:~~s

~ ~c. '..
0

Pre-washed denim, $3 98 • Lorge
selection of mark-downs to 50% .
Quilted nylons 20 % off.

I On naming dorms \

The Fabric Shop
407 N. Pearl 962-2204

Ugly Bear Tavern

Bring your hunger and thirst on down
for Daily Specials

Sunday: free

Monday/
Tuesday:

pool 4-tables
/

/

free popcorn with purchase

Wednesday:free

pool, 4 -tables

Thursday: Domesfic

Are you tired

of looking

wine 40q: a glass
or $1.50 a pitcher
60 oz. pitcher of beer $1.50

Friday/ Schooners 4 for $1.00
Saturday: or pitcher $1.50 until

Drab?

Let us weave
in some fire
and shine!

PJ's
962-2550

3rd & Sampson

7 p.m.

· Variety of Deep-Fried Food
and Fresh Sandwiches
Pinball, Air Hoc~ey, Pool,
Foosball and other Electronic Games
-

KEGS, GALLONS, PONY KEGS

111 West 3rd

925-4602
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Dr. Gabrielle Tyner-Stastny

Sex discrimination complain lost
BY BECKY PRIEUR
Dr. Gabrielle Tyrner-Stastny,
wife of Dr. Charles Stastny, a
political science professor here at
Central, has lost the final phase in
a series of discrimination complaints she filed against C.W.U.
Tyrner-Stastny filed formal
complaints charging that she had
been discriminated _ against by

some of its administrators on the
basis of creed, national origin, sex
and marital status.
Her complaints were filed with
the U.S. Office for Civil Rights in
Seattle and the Washington State
Human Rights Commission in
June 1975.
The state commission denied
her complaint in November 1976.
Also, on January 20, 1977 her
--

Br

appeal of that decision was denied
by the State Human Rights Commissi<>n.
In November 1977, TyrnerStastny's complaint was dismissed
to the Office of Civil Rights by
Donald W. Muse, district director
for the federal Equal Employment
Opportunities Commission in
Seattle.
Tyrner-Stastny has 90 days to

LE rv 1-1RRf<1;,

State Employees, A.F.L.-C.1.0.
union group had successfully
sought intervention by the personnel board in resolving a universityunion contract impasse last year.
The university . complies with
the board's order to enforce the
contract, but did not agree with
the board's awarding of attorney's
fees and costs incurred by the
union, following advice from the
state attorney general's office.
Cole's ruling supports this decision.

Rap groups praised
The Women Awareness Rap
Group Program sponsored by the
Counseli~ g and Student Development Center is in its fourth year of
functioning at Central. Twenty
groups have met involving one
hundred and fifty women meeting
for two-hour weekly meetings,
spanning an academic quarter,
with many groups continuing beyond this time period due to
membership interest.
Feedback from the groups has
been very positive. Their purpose
is to offer women support as they
deal with personal problems and
concerns, as well as helping
women realize the valuable resource they have in creating deep
and meaningful friendships with
other women. Possibly the two
most valuable aspects which occur
in the small group experience is
the realization that women face
s.imilar problems in developmg

ovr ofl>oRM

//

file suit in federal court if she
disagrees with Muse's ruling.
Tyrner-Stastny was not available
for comment.
In other court action, Judge W.
R. Cole, in a Kittitas County
Superior Court, has ruled that the
Washington State Higher Education Personnel Board has no .
authority to award attorney's fees
or cost in unfair labor practices.
This action was issued Friday,
January 6.
The Washington Federation of

/
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their personal potential due to
recognizable societal factors, and
secondly, that support can
strengthen individual courage to
grow.
Preparations are currently
underway to organize three Women Awareness Rap Groups for
Winter Quarter.
A Tuesday
morning group will meet from 10
a.m. to 12 noon beginning Tuesday, January 17. A second group
is available Thursday afternoons
from 1-3 p.m. beginning January
26 and a third group will be formed
for .interested persons unable to
meet during the Tuesday and
Thursday time periods.
These groups are free to campus
and community women and will be
facilitated by a Counseling Psychologist.
Interested persons
should sign up by January 24 at
the Counseling and Student Development Center, Sue Lombard
Annex (next to Kamola Hall).
For further information contact
Kathleen Morris, 963-1391.

~~~~IJillllll*DB

Representatives from the following organizations will be interviewing in the Career Planning &
Placement Center. The sign-up
schedules are posted one week, to
the day, before the arrival of the
int'erviewers on campus.
Jan. 17 Federal Career day;
Federal agencies will discuss career opportunities.
Jan. 19 Boyd, Olafson & Co.,
Yakima, has immediate openings
for ·accounting majors only.
Jan. 24
Gap Stores, Inc.,
Burlingame, California. Casual
clothing for family-manager
trainee positions. Business, Home
Ee., and Liberal Arts Majors.
Jan. 24 Puget Power, Bellevue,
Washington. Finance Division. Accounting majors only.

- Are·
- You
.

LOOKING
For a way to stretch
your food dollar?

Then-LOOK at our prices
•Farm Fresh 2% milk 67¢ 112 gal.
•FarmFreshGradeA 66 .¢ 1/2gal.
•Past/Homo Milk 6 7¢ 112 gal.

Downtown

Food
coupons
accepted

Winegar's
419

••llEI•

w. 15th .. 921-1821

Located Just 8 Blocks West Of Nicholson Pavilion
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Universities· walking on thin ice
(Cont. from page 1)
news broadcasts and after presidential events are not tapeable at
this time. "This area is still being
discussed," he said. What will come out of the
committee will be a guideline that,
according to Vlcek, will give the
educational institutions in the
state an idea of what they can and
cannot do.
The guideline is
scheduled to be sent to the Office
of the Attorney General where
Sally Austin will give it a complete
review.
In the guideline are five conditions which Vlcek called "stretch
factors." These items would allow
universities and other institutions
to video tape under certain conditions. Those "stretch factors" are:
1) by teacher request only;
2) for later replay into class
rooms within a period of 30 days
after they are transmitted by a
local television station;
3) The program may be replayed
an unlimited numbe:r;: of times to
meet instructional needs in nonprofit educational institutions;
4) Playbacks will be used only in
the educational institution for
which made and will not be
given away or loaned to others:
5) At the conclusion of the 30day period, the programs will be
erased unless an extension,
license or permission is obtained
prior to further use.

Under The Public Broadcasting
System rules, certain programs
can be video taped and used for
seven days. At the end of that time
the video tape must be erased. A
, list is sent each month to schools
outlining which of their programs
may not be used.
"These conditions would ailow• educato1·s to use off-the-air taping
as an additional tool for explaining
a difficult concept," Vlcek said.
"Those conditions, however, are
being argued upon by both sides."
When Assistant Attorney General Sally Austin reviews the
guideline and gives her opinion, it
1
will not be an official or formal
approval of the Office of the
Attorney General.
"The guideline will run past me
in the capacity of reviewing to
make sure it represents a fair
interpretation at present of the
r law," she said. "The guideline will
stand as a general memorandum to
provide assistance and outlines 'to
help in interpreting the new
~ copyright law."
Vlcek said that he wasn't sure at
this time if the stretch factors
would be allowed by the Attorney
General's Office. "It is a pretty
safe document without them," he
said, "I don't expect any challenges from the Network law' yers."
·
How many questionable tapes
Central has is a figure that could
not be obtained. Audio Visual
Director Vlcek said that he did not
know of any, however, according
to those knowledgeable of Audio
Visual Services some do exist,
although exact numbers and titles
could not be obtained.
Those sources say that the
practice of video taping was done
by most colleges and universities
in the state. They further explained the loss of ·t hose tapes will
directly affect all instructional
abilities of this campus and others.
Of the major universities in the
state interviewed, all admitted
they at one time did video taping
of network produced programs.
Washington State, Western, Eastern and Central admitted they
I have not as yet erased the tapes
they have. They said they are
waiting for clarification of the new
copyright law and the fair use
' doctrine. None of the universities
interviewed would give names or
the specific numbers of programs
they had.

Dr. Jerry Brong of Washington
State said that they have very
few, if any programs. He explained that those they might have
are in the hands of professors on
campus and are difficult to inventory.
"We are trying to educate
professors and officers that what
we once thought was all right to do
is now illegal," said Brong. "We
will advise departments that they
should get permission or get rid of
them."

Brong admitted that there were
a few old radio shows that at
present they were going to keep.
"With those programs, we don't
know if they are copy written ·and
our Assistant Attorney General
hasn't been able to find if they are
or not. Until we do find out, we
will keep them," Brong said.
The majority of the schools
interviewed did agree that once a
ruling is handed down, they will
advise their departments whether
they should get permission from

Dan's Photo-Plus
Your photographic headquarters

Welcome back for
Winter Quarter
Get your photography class supplies
here. Photo students eligible for
discounts on all class supplies.

Darkroom Supplies

Film

the networks to use the tapes or to
get rid of them and that they will
help if it were necessary to erase
them.
One person in the Audio Visual
Office at Central said, "It will most
likely end up in a court case.
It would be naive to think that
N.B.C., for example, would take on

the State of Washington. Most
likely they are going to take on a
sure winner, one without much
money, to use as an example."
So considering- the vagueness of
the law, and the· Attorney General's office not giving an official
backing," this source said, "We are
walking on thin ice."
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IF YOU'VE GOT ITJ PROVE IT. IF YOU
WANT IT WORK FOR IT
IF YOU I RE A
LEADERJ s-tOW us! THAT'S WHAT WE ASK
AND EXPECT OF EVERY COLLEGE PERSON
WHO ENTERS OUR PLATOON LEADERS
CLASS COMMISSIONING PROGRAM. PLC.
WITH GROUNDJ LAW OPTIONS AND
SUMMER TRAININGJ AND THE CHANCE FOR
UP TO $2,700 IN FINANCIAL AID. Bur
TO MAKE OUR TEAM., lOU HAVE TO MEET
OUR CHALLENGE.
J

AFTER
INVENTORY
REDUCTION
SALE

I

I

Starts Fri. Noon

Fashion jeans
and tops, for
junior gals and

guys at

30% to50% off

DOWNTOWN

UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
OFFICER. PROGRAMS:
THE llARINE OFFICE~ SELECTION TEAM
WILL BE ON CAHPUS 10-13 JANUARY
FR0;,1 9 A.f1. TO 2 P.11. IN THE
STUDHH UNIOfL FIND OUT IF YOU
QUALIFY~ IT WILL BE WORTH YOUR
TIME! IF YOU HISS US ON CAMPUS.
CALL US AT C206) 442-7710
CCOLLECT).
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HE DOESN'T MIND IF IT'S LATE-Ellensburg's Joe Licari is just thankful
that the train Is running at all. It gives him a view of the world that fewer
and fewer people are taking the time to see.

J

12, 197 8

HOLIDAY RUSH-One of the bigger crowds waiting for a recent 'Empire Builder.'
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A TIMELESS SCENE-A dreamy good-by kiss symbolizes the
unreal atmosphere surrounding the train station, making it
hard to separate fantasy from fact.

•

Where time & tra ins
come to a halt

"ALL-ABOARD! "-Time might stand still at the station, but the train must move on.

Story by
Bill Kossen
Photos by
Damian Schwarz
END OF THE LINE FOR THIS PORTER?-Maybe not for now, but Amtrak has meant an early
retirement for many of these classy and friendly men. Phasing out a railroading tradition
that has existed for generations, Amtrak is replacing the porters with a slick, yqung crop
of jet-set oriented "Train Attendents."
•

•

•

The late Rod Serling would have loved the place. Ellensburg's
aging. Amtrak station provides the perfect setting for one of his
"Twilight Zone" episodes.
Everything is there.
A deteriorating waiting room that.is empty most .of the day; a
passenger train that arrives with antiquated equipment enveloped
in steam as if in a dream and old conductors and porters standing
outside their cars, manning little step boxes for no apparent
reason-no one is getting on or off. But the star of the show would
have to be the station itself and the few people it attracts.
It waits patiently at the foot of West Third Avenue-on the
industrial edge of downtown-for the Empire Builder, the only
passenger train left serving Ellensburg. In a neighborhood of
grain elevators and endless piles of logs, the stately old depot with
the quaint little park in front looks somewhat out of place.
It was not always this way, however. West Third used to be the
center of a bustling hotel district that depended almost solely on
the tra,ins to supply them with business. The only remnant of
those days is the name "Union Hotel" engraved in a sidewalk in
front of a fenced in paved ·lot .
But, while many of the hotels and most of the passengers they
served are gone, the station is still there looking like it did when it
opened almost se\Centy years ago.
Upon entering this example of 1909 architecture through sturdy
doors of oak and glass, one is greeted by walls covered halfway up
to the cracking ceiling with white enameled brick which surrounds
a terrazzo floor of worn marble, granite and cement. Two bare
lightbulbs dimly illuminate the waiting room, doing nothing to
convey a feeling of excitement usually associated with a place of
travel. It looks more like a historical museum with the antiques
removed.
.
All that remains are the bare necessities. An old rickety wooden
bench that seats six, and several plastic chairs placed strategically,
try to make the spacious waiting room look comfortable.
They fail. The adjacent men's "smoking room" and the ladies'
"waiting room" each can seat an additional four persons. The
musty men's room has the added attraction of an ancient baggage
scale in it, and the ladies' get a mirror. Tennessee marble, oak,
nickel and a few cobwebs decorate the restrooms. Yes indeed, this
is the depot that was built with the intention that it "would not be
surpassed in beauty by any other station on the Northern Pacific
line," according to an old Daily Record article taped to the wall.
The ticket window is also trimmed with oak, but it is no longer in
use. A sign in the window instructs, "Tickets available in freight
office." Not surprisingly, freight is also where the profits and the
future for the railroads lie.
Freight trains seem to be rolling by the station all the time, but
the Empire Builder only passes through on its way to Seattle or
Chicago four times a week. Less than six months ago the train ran

daily, and seven years ago-before Amtrak took over-two trains
ran daily between Seattle and Chicago via Ellensburg. There is
just not the need or money available for more service.
When the Empire Builder does make its rare appearance, the
number of people in the waiting room almost outnumber thil four
or five employees sitt ing behind the old ticket window shooting
t he breeze. Formerly the pride of the Great Northern Railroad
and the subj~ct of many full-page ads in the National Geographies
of the 1950's, the train now arrives with all the fanfare of a garbage
truck entering a quiet section of town. It can be heard and seen
and that's about all.
·
A shiny new paint job on the train cannot disguise the fact that
t hese cars are anywhere from 20 to 30 years old. Many of the
conductors and porters (Amtrak now calls them "Train
Attendants") that serve them have been around at least that long
too. They come from another era, another place in time, where
travellers were treated with respect , dignity and a touch of elass.
Not like an unbreakable Samsonite suitcase.
With shoes
spit-shined so clear that one could use them for shaving, these
veteran railroaders proudly perform their simple but necessary
jobs of getting passengers into the right cars quickly and safely.
As steam envelopes the temporarily stalled train, and good-bye
kisses are exchanged, the conductor yells the traditional
"ALLLL-ABOARD" and pulls himself up into the vestibule as the
Empire Builder pulls slowly away from the station. But it will be
back again. According to ticket agent Harold Bloom, t he Empire
Builder is expected to receive some new equipment to replace the
old cars now in use, and an additional $18 million just appropriated
to Amtrak by Congress will keep the run going for at least another
year.
"Amtrak is here to stay," Bloom said prophetically, and you
cannot help but believe him when you see how long it has been
operating already with such little business. The only question is
bow long is Amtrak here to stay'!
Someday the 'Empire Builder might be rusting away in some
scr·a p yard and the station be reduced to a rubble of bricks. Then
all that will remain will be a pair of lonely tracks and some
photographs of the depot at the Kittitas County Historical
Museum six blocks up Third Avenue. But until t hen, there is a
free show happening every Sunday, Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday down at the station.
·
While watching the "Twilight Zone" never cost a penny either, it
was only a television show. Visiting this town's Amtrak station is
a real live experience and is the closest thing around where one
can cross into another dimension. A dimension that knows no
boundaries of time or space. Where reruns are never shown.
Where t he past is the present and the future unknown.
Ellensburg's Amtrak station; just another stop... in the Twilight
Zone.
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L.G.A.'s taken for granted;
tasks are often thankless
BY KIM GAINES

Where
Green
Is King!!

t-~G~_ N. cP_EARL _9_2_5_~ -·~
ELLENSBURG, WASHINGTON 98926

Ellensburg's finest selection
of houseplants and supplies.
Sick or distressed plants?
Bring them in anytime for
professional treatment.
I

Personal assistance on choosing
the "right" plant for the

11

right"

place in your home.

come see us •••
Mon. - Sat. 10:30 - 5:30 p.m.

"All you do is hand out keys,
mail and toilet paper.'' How many
residence hall staff members have
turned red with anger when
confronted with this remark?
Contrary to the beliefs of some
dorm residents, the jobs of building managers and L.G.A.'s consist
of a lot more than dealing with
keys, mail and toilet paper. The
hours of training they receive
cover a number of other areas.
Each January, applications
come out for the L.G.A. and
manager positions. Throughout
February and March, interviews
are held to select the new staff
members. The selected staff and
alternates begin their staff training spring quarter. By the end of
spring quarter, tentative dorm
placements are made.
In September, the staff members return to school early for
another training session and to get
the dorms ready for the students.
All staff members are required
to have a current first aid card. A
class is offered when they return
in September in case they don't
have ,one.
Training continues throughout
the year at in-service training
meetings held once a week. Staff
members can earn psychology
credits for the training class if
they wish.
The training prepares staff
members to perform administrative duties, advise students and to
serve as resource persons.
During training sessions, counselors talk on and answer questions about the counseling center,
themselves and how to deal with
crisis. By knowing the counselors
themselves, staff members can
feel comfortable in referring students to them. Because of this
ongoing training in counseling/
advising skills, staff members are
considered para-professionals in
the field. But they are taught to
recognize their limits of knowledge and skills so as to know
when to refer students to appropriate professionals.
The staffs are also informed
about all the student support
services available so that if students have problems, the staff
members know where to refer .

them. Many of the services have
members talk to the staffs to
answer questions. Among such
services are Academic Advisement (an area staff members
receive training in), Career Planning and Placement Center, Financial Counseling and Financial Aids,
Registration, Testing and Evaluative Services, Student Health
Services and many more.
A Living Group Advisor's job
includes responsibility for facilitating educational, cultural, social
and recreational programming;
developing an awareness of students experiencing adjustment
and interpersonal problems and
help them to deal with them;
educate students about the concept of responsible freedom; contribute to the creation of a positive
academic environment; assist with
the organization and ongoing oper'ation of the residence hall government and arbitration council;
directly intervene in situations
that present a threat to the
welfare of students or physical
condition of the residence hall or
the community environment; refer
students to appropriate campus
and community agencies for assistance and accept and adhere to the
Code of Ethical Standards for
Residence Hall Staff.
The qualifications for L.G.A.'s
are numerous and quite defined:
1) a C.W.U. student and must
carry no less than seven and no
more than sixteen credits per
quarter; 2) must have and maintain a minimum 2.0 G.P.A. and be
of sophmore or higher standing; 3)
the L.G.A. must live in a residence
hall upon commencement of
employment; 4) have previous
living group experience; 5) demonstrate the desire to be a helping
person; 6) understand and support
the philosophies of responsible
freedom and personal growth upon
which the C.W.U. residence hall
program is based; 7) possess or be
willing to acquire advising and
intervention skills; 8) may not
accept other employment while
under the contract as an L.G.A.
unless permission granted; and 9)
may not student teach, pursue any
off-campus curric.ular experiences
or hold executive office in the
Associated Students of C.W.U. or
Residence Hall Council during the

term of L.G.A. employment.
The jobs of building manager
are just as numerous and entails,
1) being responsible for maintaining building security; 2) working
in conjunction with maintenance
and custodial staff to assure the
physical well-being of the building
and facilities; 3) distributing mail,
check in, and assist in room
assignments; 4) check out or assist
checkouts; 5) assist in maintaining
inventory of furniture and equipment in the building; 6) assist in
coordination of transfers to different rooms or halls; 7) completing
necessary paperwork; 8) developing an awareness of those students
experiencing adjustment and
interpersonal problems; 9) educating students about the concept of
responsible freedom; 10) intervening directly in situations that
present a threat to the welfare of
students, the physical condition of
the hall or the community environment; 11) contributing to the
creation of a positive academic
environment and accepting and
adhering to the Code of Ethical
Standards for Residence Hall
Staff.

1978-79 FINANCIAL AID
APPLICATIONS

Applications for financial aid for 1978-79 are available in the Office
of Financial Counseling and Financial Aid, 209 Barge Hall. Students
who are applying for financial aid
at Central for the 1978-79 school
year must complete the confidential statement and the Central
application form. Deadline date
for submission is March 1, 1978.
Late applications will be accepted,
but awards to late applicants will
depend solely on availability of
funds after awards have been
made to "on time" applicants.
Undergraduate students are, .also,
required to apply for Basic Educational Opportunity Grants. All
notification of B.E.O.G. eligibility
must be sent to the Office of
Financial Aid whether it indicates
eligible or ineligible. Awards of
financial aid will not be made to
undergraduate students until the
Financial Aid Office has the Basic
Educational Opportunity Grant
Student Eligibility Report.
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Blalock, Golden win B.O.C.posts
BY BECKY PRIEUR
Michael R. Golden and Joe
Blalock won positions on the Board
of Control with Ken Winslow
winning the Judicial Council position in the winter quarter A.S.C.
elections.
In the race for B.O.C. position
four, currently held by Ken Winslow, it was a close match between
Blalock and R. J. "Robin" Campo,
with Blalock coming out ahead.
Third choice was Betty Richardson.
.
Golden won with a big lead over
other candidates for B.O.C. posiM. P. "Mattman"
tion five.
Carlson was second with Chet
Johnson and Elizabeth Lane securing third and fourth positions,
respectively. This position is now
held by Tonie Talbert.

thinks this is a problem that must
be changed. "Few are aware that
these five representatives (the
B.O.C.) are the ones who allocate
the students' activities fees."
Golden would like to see more
representation of the students'
views. He encourages interested
students to attend the B.O.C.
meetings.
He is concerned with state
legislation which affects the students; especially having to do with
student fees. He would like the
state legislature to be aware of
students' opinions on legislation
which affects them.
Golden said that he would like to
see all student organizations allocated equal amounts of student
funds, in relation to their student
representation; thus even special
interest groups could receive
assistance.
Blalock, pastor of the Central
Christian Fellowship is also concerned with the students' awareness of the B.O.C.
Blalock has committed himself
closed circuit television facilities
to make· C.W.U. better and would
with the aid of technical director,
like to represent the Christian
Darrell Colbert, who is a T.V.' view, but not as a special interest
technician with the audio visual group.
department.

For position five of the campus
Judicial Council, the winner was
Ken Winslow, who ran unopposed;
although Winslow had some serious contenders as write-in candidates.
Richard Nixon tied for second,
posting a two-to-one lead over a
former opponent George McGovern.
Tying for third was
another popular candidate, Mickey
Mouse.
The victors will not take office
until spring quarter; they must go
through a period of adjustment
· beforehand to get acquainted with
the job.
Both B.O.C. members-elect have
certain goals in mind for their
term of office.
Golden, a U.S. Army veteran,
said, "Very few people are aware
of what the B.O.C. is," and he

News program f ii med
"Practical Television News" is a
class where students tape an
actual TV news program.
The "Ellensburg Report," mostly concerned with campus activiti~s. is wiitten, filmed and cast
entirely by students.
The class, taught by Professor
Roger Reynolds, gives the students actual experience in television news. After completing the
class, the students know how to
handle this job and are prepared
for future J'obs.
In the week before the taping,
reporters Terry Reddout, Stan
Noteboom, Tim Harrington and
Loretta Saarinen must find their
ownstories. Thesestoriesinclude
a two to six minute remote (a
segment of the program taped
::~~e~~r~~~~ide the studio) from
Most of the other stories read on

~~:v:i!:. are

written by Larry
The show is filmed in Black Hall
by chief camera person, Jim
Pagels, who also films remotes.
Anchorwomen, who have provided on-set news coverage this
fall have been Claire Steenerson,
Terri Redd.o ut and Pam Whitener.
Director Larry Hansen, is itr
charge of the tapings. After the
taping he spends about · three
hours editing it in preparation for
the telecast.
The show, previously on a

f
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Dine in Ellensburg' s

Armstrong dies
Grace Armstrong, former Central Washington University faculty member who taught at Hebeler
School, was found dead in her
Atchison, Kan. residence Sunday;
an apparent heart attack victim.
She was faculty associate professor of education from 1958 until
her retirement in 1970.
She is survived by a sister,
Nellie (Mrs. Malfred Hendrikson,
Rt. 2, Atchison.
t:)ervice information was not
available.
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airing the show, but not on a
regular basis.
The show will, therefore, be
"packaged," consisting of more
feature stories. They will also be
able to go more in depth with their
.stories and be more selective.
This. type of show, according to
Reynolds, is much more attractive
to commercial stations.
The show is taped with Central's
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Happy Hour.__,....._
Mon. -_'.Fri. 5-7 &

Live Entertainme.nt
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Gala winter events planned by A.S.C.
BY JODY DAIGNEAULT
Central students may very well
find it impossible to be bored this
quarter thanks to the efforts of the
A.S.C. programming agency and
A.S.C. Productions. Two film series, Saturday night discos, Curbstone, Papa John's and concerts
are some of the activities planned
for the enjoyment of students on
campus.
The emphasis on the type of
events scheduled has been altered
slightly from last quarter. John.
·Drinkwater, Director of Student

'Equl)s' saves

drama budget
The success of Equus has kept
the Drama Department alive. "We
spent all but $100.of our budget for
the year on this play," says Dr.
Richard Leinaweaver of the Drama Department. That may sound
like a lot of money to be spent on
one play but when you consider
that the Drama Department only
has a budget of $1,000 as opposed
to the $7,500 they had last year,
the plight of that beleaguered
department seems real indeed.
"Surprisingly, this is the first
non-musical to make money in
quite some time. Most non-musicals lose a little or break even, so it
was pleasant to see that after production costs we cleared between
$900 and $1,100."
"Equus was sort of a gamble
considering the type of play it is,"
continues Leinaweaver. "We were
going to do the Odd Couple, which
is a good break-even play, but
when Equus was released we decided to try it."
Reactions to the move were
varied. When one individual was
asked what he thought of the play
the reply was "Weird!" Oh, so you
didn't like it? "No, it was a good
play, just weird."
"This is what you'd call a psychological drama, even though it's
hard to classify a play of this
nature," says Leinaweaver. "I
think the guy who said weird said
it right."
So, for now drama enthusiasts
may draw a breath of relief, but as
for the rest of the year, "It's going,
to cost us $650 to get the script for
Winter Quarter's musical, Guys
and Dolls and that was a deal, so
we can only take it one play at a
time."

Incense&
Head Gear,
Records,
Tapes&
Waterbeds.
Hours: 11-7 M-F
Sat.12-6
Closed Sundays
510 North Ruby
925~3900

Activities, says that "A.S.C. Productions are going into Winter
Quarter with a more relaxed
program of numerous small events; rather than larger ones."
Weekends at Central will be
particularly busy with a disco on
Saturdays and the jointly sponsored classic film series. The Central
English Department and A.S.C.
. Productions have assembled a
varied assortment of classic films
which include foreign films that
will be shown on Sunday nights.
The film entitled Dodes Ka·Den
will kick off the classic film series
on January 15. In Posto will be
shown on January 22 followed by
Forbidden Games on the 29. Odd
Man Out is slated for Feb. 5, The
Burmese Bary. on the 26 and The
Gold Rush on March 5. The French
classic film The 400 Blows, is
scheduled for March 12. Season
tickets are available at the S.U.B.
information booth. Admission
price for each of these classic films
is a mere fifty cents.
The A.S.C. Productions Winter
Quarter film lineup includes some
of the most popular movies of the
last few years. This afternoon and
evening M.A.S.H. will be featured.
On January 19, the animated film
Nine Lives of Fritz the Cat (the
sequel to Friti the Cat) will be
shown, and on January 26, All The
President's Men is the feature
film. Scheduled for February 2 is
The Second Gun, and Two Minute
Warning on February 23. Jeremiah Johnson is on tap for March 2,
and the Alfred Hitchcock thriller
Psycho, will finish up A.S.C.
Productions' Winter Quarter film
series on March 9. All movies will
be shown at 3 p.m., 7 p.m., and at
9:30 p.m. on the Thursday dates
mentioned above.
Papa John's will be back this
.quarter at the usual Wednesday
night time slot from 8 p.m. until 10
p.m. Papa John's is an open mike
coffee house atmosphere in the
S.U.B. pit. All are invited to come
enjoy the local talent and to
participate and perform if they are
so inclined.
Curbstone will also be back this
quarter featuring guest speakers
and entertainment on Mondays,
noon in the S.U.B. pit. Curbstone
on January 16, will feature a
demonstration and lecture on hairstyling.
The A.S.C. purchased a four
speaker stereo system last quarter
for use in the disco in the south

portion of the S.U.B. cafeteria, but
plans have been made to make
even wider use of the stereo.
Drinkwater said, "This quarter
the A.S.C. will · be approaching
various resident halls asking them
to sponsor Saturday night discos.
Hopefully this will increase attendance."
Drinkwater said, "We feel that

many students will be staying on
campus over the weekend periods
due to the winter weather. We will
be having dances on Friday nights,
discos on Saturday nights and
the classic film series on Sunday
nights, These programs should
provide a little something for all
students who spend the weekend
at Central. It's my feeling that the

A.S.C. social activities program at
Central has reached a peak in both
size and outreach. We have programs nearly everyday of the
week from Curbstone, Papa John's
films, discos, dances, speakers and
concerts. The program agency will
be spending the majority of the
remainder of the year on quality
and efficiency." .

-

A FAMILY FIGHT-An overprotective mother and
on independent son show intense emotion in a
scene from "Butterflies ore Free." This 2-oct ploy is
being produced by the Threepenny Players and is

directed by John Patrick. Opening_night is February
1 at 8:30 p.m. with performances on Feb. 2, 3, 4, in
the Threepenny Playhouse located in .Borge Holl.

Butterflies: are they free?
The Drama Club of Central, The
Threepenny Players are producing, "Butterflies are Free". This
two-act comedy was written by
Leonard Gershe. The play is billed
as a humorous play about a blind
boy and his attempt to seek
independence from his protective
mother.
Ken Kron, a senior from Tacoma, will be directing the production, which is his second production at Central. He also directed,
"The Curious Savage" by John
Patrick, last Spring Quarter. Kron
holds the position of secretary in
the Drama Club and is a Drama
major. Kron said,"This production
and another-one that is planned for

the end of the quarter, are all due kooky, free-spirited girl who lives
to the success of the Drama Club's next door to Don; and Pat Radford
Haunted House, which they had as Ralph Austin, a would-be direc_.
sponsored at the Kittitas county tor who is an old boyfriend of Jill
Fair Grounds this last Halloween." · Tanner.
Assisting Kron with his play will
Production dates for The Threebe Rob McElfresh, who will be _>enny Players.' "Butterflies are
working as the assistant director Free" will be February l, 2, 3, 4, at
on the production. McElfresh, a 8:30 p.m. in The Threepenny
longtime student of Central, is Playhouse located in Barge Hall.
from Ellensburg and has per- The price of admission has not yet
formed in many Drama Depart- been set .
ment productions.
This is the second production
The members of the cast in- sponsored by the Threepenny
elude, Rob Reynolds as Don Baker,
Players since they were organized
the blind boy who wants indepen- three years ago. They have also
done, "You're a Good Man Charlie
dence; Peggy Robertson as the
Brown", during last Spring Quaroverprotective mother of Don;
Debbie Cowell as Jill Tanner the ' tel_'.
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Jody Daigneault

It's a
happenin'
Those adventurous souls daring enough to trek down to Goofy's
last week braving the ice and snow had the opportunity to hear
Seattle's Thin Red Line. The personnel of Thin Red Line consists
of guitar, bass, drums, keyboards and a lead vocalist. Their main
repertoire is disco dance music, but they're pretty good when they
play real music as well.
Crosby, Stills and Nash's "Dark Star" (from their new album)
was rendered exce!lently by Thin Red.
Vocally, Thin Red Line is about as good as any band on the
tavern circuit. Their harmonies are pleasant and blend well
together.
When the spirit moves them, Thin Red can knock off some
pretty slick high energy rockola. They don't do it all that often,
but then thafs show biz.
Goofy's line-up of entertainment for the rest of the quarter
features a variety of styles within the jazz rock, funk-soul and
country-rock genre. Crown will be finishing out the remainder of
this week with their Crowning emphasis on hard rock. Crown is
one of the Northwest's better hard rock acts and if you like that
kind of music be sure not to miss them.
Child will be playing next week. Child is another of the area's
more popular rock bands. The following week Patricia Lee &
Punch, a funk band, will serve up the music and entertainment.
Following them, Broham will be playing their brand of soul music.
The next two weeks after Broham plays, there will be two
separate t~ree-day weekends. The jazz-rock group Bridges will be
entertaining through the first one, and Ellensburg's own rock
band, Nash will be rocking through the second. Nash will also be
providing the music for the festivities at Goofy's gala Valentine's
Day party on the evening of February 14.
Shaker and Epicenter will be at Goofy's the following two
weeks, and another Ellensburg band, Lucky Pierre will finish up
the quarter with their exclusive style of reelin' and rockin'.
It should be noted that the band schedule for Goofy's is
scheduled to change.

I DON'T GET IT-Virginia Myers is displaying 21 of
her prints in the Sarah Spurgeon Gallery. The show

is entitled A Time of Malfeasance and presents
feelings of despair and turmoil.

Print show at CW.LI.gallery
BY ANN SCHWIETERT
Currently there is a print show
at the Sarah Spurgeon Gallery in
Randall Hall. On display -are
twenty-one prints by Virginia A.
Myers. She is an Associate Professor of Printmaking in the School of
Art and Art History at the
University of Iowa in Iowa City,
Iowa.
The prints are drypoints and
engravings, which are produced
by etching lines in a metal plate
with acid after it has been worked
with metal tools. Virginia Myers
works in stages on her plates. She
works with her tools on the metal
then makes test prints until she
achieves the effect desired. Myers

only works under natural lighting
because of the glare produced on
metal by artificial lighting. Embossing is also seen in her prints. This
is a method which creates a raised
surface by cutting holes in the
metal plate and pressing the paper
through the holes when it is run
through a press.
The show entitled A Time Of
Malleasance started January 6 and
runs through the 27. Malfeasance
is wrongdoing and the viewer gets
a . feeling of turmoil or despair
when viewing the show. Figures
interact with the background and
seem to force their images upon
the viewer. Faces break forth from
textured surfaces.

This show is impressive in that
not only did Virginia Myers produce these prints but she also did
the brcichure for the show and ..!
arranged for its tour across the
country. The show was partially
funded by a grant from the Iowa •
Art Council.
Virginia Myers' work is the
result of twenty to twenty-five
years of work i.r;, the area of ,
printmaking. The series shown
was done in the period of a year.
In addition to this show Ms.
Myers has been in 20 one-person ~
shows, participated in 20 Invitational Traveling shows in not only
t.he U.S.A. but also in Canada,
Latin America, Europe and Asia.

Iryonhave
better things
to do than shop,
cook,&
dodishe·s ..
This is just
the ticket for you.
The Off-Campus Meal Plan. It can save you
time, money, hassle and it can give you ten
different ways to get a warm, well-balanced
meal. That's right. Central's Food Services
Department offers ten different plans to
suit your schedule. Whether you want just
lunch, lurn;::h. and dinner or breakfast and

lunch and dinner during 5 or 7 days of
the week, the Food Services Department
has an economical plan to suit you .
So do yourself a favor, come on into the
Food Services Offices in Holmes Dining
Hall and find out what hassle-free dining is

all about. You can pick up a rate sheet
that describes all of the different ways to
use the Off-Campus Meal Plan and breaks
down their individual costs.
The Off-Campus Meal Ticketlet it do the work for you.

Food
Services

•
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TROUBLED FAMILY-Tom Winsfield (Dave McMahon) trys to explain the reasons behind his
behavior to his mother (Armina Blackwell).

TERROR-Laura Wingfield (Mary Zumbrunnen) is terror stricken
when she discovers Jim O'Connor will be a dinner guest.

Glass Menagerie
to open Monday
. The Central Drama' Department will sponsor this quarter's first
theatrical production, The Glass Menagerie, January 16, 17, 18, 19, 20
and 21.
The cast of four incluqing Armina Blackwell as Amanda Wingfield,
Mary Zumbrunnen as Laura Wingfield, Dave McMahn as Tom Winfield
and Charles Burke as Jim O'Conner, have been rehearsing since early
December for what director Richard Leinaweaver calls, "AnAmerican
classic."
The Glass Menagerie is a memory play that takes place in 1937.
It portrays a family consisting of a mother, Amanda Wingfield and her
two children. Laura, 24 and Tom, 22. In his play au_thor Tennessee ,
Williams tells of the family's struggle within a city durmg a time when
aneconomic depression only' emphasized the oppression they felt within
themselves. "This play represents the conflicts and suffering that we all
encounter by just living," says actor Charles Burke. Charles quotes a
phrase of narration. "He gives us truth, in the pleasant disguise of
illusion."
. The story is about how a chronically shy girl finds comfort and refuge
within the fantasy world of her tiny glass figures. To Laura, these
fragile pieces of glass replace the less accomodating real world that she
cannot bare to face. She is slightly crippled physically but her inability
to cope with reality becomes her true handicap.
Although the plot revolves around Laura, each of the supporting
characters are strong and pointedly unique in themselves. Amanda
Wingfield the mother, lives her life remembering the past. Yet as
Armina Blackwell (Amanda) explains, "At one time in her life Amanda
could afford to focus on her own future and things that were superfluous
to dailing living. Now, she finds it necessary to look outward toward her
children by clutching to life each day."
Tom, Laura's brother, is depended uponJ>y his sister and mother for
his financial support. But he dreams of a life of adventure which would
take him far away from the worries and responsibilities of his present
existence.
All seven performances will take place in the Three-penny Playhouse
on a thrust stage which allows for seating on three sides. Because the
theater only holds an audienc"e of 200, director Leinaweaver hopes to
bring about a greater feeling of intimacy which will help to provide the
emotional impact the play was meant to have.
Tickets will be sold in advance for $2 at the S.U.B.'s ticket booth
nurinl!' both weeks of the production and at the door. Student prices will
be $1.50.

Story by
Dawn McFarland
Photos by
Paul Fridlund

SPECULATING ON THE FUTURE--At top, Jim O 'Connor (Charles Burke) trys to talk
Tom Wingfield into bettering himself with a night course in public speaking.
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Coach Nicholson flashes a signal
from the sidelines

Steve Thorson reaches for a
• rebound in recent action
•

Vacation woes
plogue Cats
Story by Tony Leitch

•
•

•

•
•
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•
•
•

•
•

•

Wildcat coach Dean Nicholson must be trying to find out what
has caused a little of the wind in the sails of the Wildcat basketball
team to leak out. After jumping out of the starting blocks with
three consecutive victories, the team seems to have run into a
little problem.
After impressive victories over Simon Fraser University,
Whitworth College and a tough Pacific Lutheran University before
the Christmas holidays, the Wildcats have run into a hurdle that
they can't quite get over. The main problem seems to be the
fourth victory for the Cats.
After three straight wins, the Cats have. had four consecutive
losses. The last, a 67-64 defeat at the hands of Western
Washington University, was the Wildcats' first conference loss.
This season's first loss came at the hands of the N.C.A.A.
Division I Seattle Cheiftains 73-61. The Wildcats caught the
Chieftains coming off from an embarrassing loss to the
Washington Huskies. The Cats Played a tough game all the way,
but still came up on the short end of the score. Carl Whitfield came
off the bench and contributed well after an illness had shortened
his playing time considerably in the first three contests of the
season.
The next snag in the Wildcats' drive to their twelfth trip to
Kansas City in the last fourteen years, was the Lewis-Clark State
Warriors. In that contest, the Cats were hurt by poor shooting,
but Nicholson felt that the whole phase of the Wildcats' game was
a little flat. L-C out-rebounded the Cats 40-34 and out-shot them
56-40% from the field. Whitfield led the Cats in scoring with 17
points, but could manage only 7-21 field goal attempts. Al Roberts
also scored in double figures with 10 points. The final score of that
one was 86-63 .
Following a ten-day break for the Christmas holidays, the
Wildcats once more went on the road to confront the University of
Puget Sound Loggers. Two years ago, the Loggers were the
N.C.A.A. Division II National Champions and made it to regionals
last season before being knocked out. Poor shooting once a11:ain led
to the downfall of the Cats as they could manage only 33%
shooting on 20-60 field goal attempts. The hot-shooting Loggers,
on the other hand, shot a blazing 57% from the field led by Tim
Evans' 11-14 from the field and 28 points.
As with Lewis and Clark, the Wildcats kept pace early in the
contest, but fell behind before half-time and couldn't close the gap.
Whitfield and Roberts again scored in double figures with 19 and
10 points, respectively.
So now, following Saturday's loss to Western, the Wildcats
stand 3-4 on this young season and 0-1 in conference play. If the
Cats are to continue their dominance in the Evergreen Conference
and successfully defend their conference championship, then they
must not wait too Jong to find the right combination needed to
obtain that elusive fourth victory. Hopefully, they will get back on
the winning track that has become so consistent at Central for the
past several seasons.
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Steve Thorson of C. W.U. battles Mike Ostrom
for a jump ball

t .

Take thir'd at U.W.

Men strokers in good start
the men should be fairly competitive. Returning lettermen, along
with the national champs, are
Central's Mens Swim team is off
Craig Weishaar, a soph. from
and swimming in a good start on
Bellevue, who finished fifth nationtheir · 1978 season. During preally in the 1650 free, and placed
season competition in early Nohigh in the 500 free, Scott Shake a
vember, they took part in the
soph. from Bellevue who swims
Husky Invitational Relay, in Seatthe 200 back stroke, and Mike
tle. At this meet six well-ranked
Walstead, a jr. from Longview
teams in the Northwest took part.
who placed third nationally in
Central placed third, tying witl:i
relays. All these swimmers were
U.P.S., their rivals for many
also All-American.
years. In mid-December, the
Joining the team this year will
C. W. U. tankers swam once again
be Jim Johnston, of Bellevue, who
in Seattle at a practice meet.
specializes in the individual medRussel ·Ferguson, last year's Naley and Jim Watt also from
tional Champion in the 100 breast
Bellevue, who will focus on the
stroke, with a finartime of 59.7,
longer distances. Both these men
received a first for Central.
were recommended with high
Along with Ferguson, Central
esteem from their high school
had two other national champs last
coaches.
season. of which all three are also
On the diving portion of the
team, Central has Jon Fobes, a
sophomore from Puyallup, who
was in the top three divers in the
Northwest and Paul Evans, junior
from Tacoma.
I )
Assisting Head Coach Gregson,
on diving, will be Ed Walstead,
,' ~~·
who graduated from Ce.n tral last
year, leaving as a four-time national champion holding nine school
records, Joe White, varsity assistant, Herry White, who handles ·
the water polo and John McConRETURNING PLAYERS MAKE TEAM-Mary Fryer lead Central's
nochie, will be there coaching the
women's basket ball team in scoring by averaging 23 points per
girls.
game. Coach Dorthy Purser anticipates a great season, and she
As it appears now, the most
expects the 5' 11" Fryer to play a key role in the teams s~ason.
important meet will be February
4th. when Central takes on U.P.S.
at their pool. The U.W., as always,
will be a verr tough competitor;
.and P.L.U. · will also challenge
Central. The goal, naturally is to.
place as hig!t as possible in the
National Meet held in Marshal,
Minnesota. En route to that goal,
edged -Central in the ConferenceBY TONY LEITCH
the first league meet will be
opening game for both teams,
Thur~day, January 19, with the
67-64.
Viking guard, Kevin
the_
absence
of
last
Despite
10-6 M-F, 12-4 Sat.
204 E. 4th
University of Idaho, the Womens year's conference scoring cham- Bryant, hit a jumper with 28
swim team will also take part.
pion, Monte Birkle, Western seconds remaining in the contest
to put Western ahead to stay.
The Vikings had lost eight
straight
times to Central prior to
Hom·e and Dorm Delivery
Home and Dorm Delivery
this game, dating back to the
1973-74 season.
'
The Wildcats were able to shake
off a case of poor shooting that had
been hampering them in their last
few games. Led by Alphonso
Roberts 11-16 and Carl Whitfield's
7-10 shooting from the field, the
Cats chalked up a 52% shooting
BIG JOHN BURGERS
908 East l 0th
BIG JOHNS SEAFOOD
record compared to Western's
Big John •••$1.35
Fishwich Sandwich... $1.00
45%. The Cats also broke out of a
· Big John Chesse.~Sl.50
Make it a
Fish and Chips... Sl.60
rebounding slump in outboarding
Big John Cheese and Bacon •.. $160
Prawns and Chips ... $2.35
the Vikings, 35-27.
Basket only
Shrimp and Chips ...$2.00
The foul line eventually turned
out to be the clincher for the
LITTLE JOHN BURGERS
Vikings. They hit on 25-32 foul
Deluxe Burgers ... $1.00
Fries with your
BIG JOHN FA VO)JITES
shots compared with Central's .,,
Regular Burger ... $ .90
Bacon Lettuce and Tomato... $1.25
sandwich
14-19. The Wildcats were forced
(Mustard and Relish)
Grilled Cheese .•.$ .70
to foul late in the contest as the
Plain Burger ...$ .90
BBQ Beef... Sl.05
Vikings went into a delay game
Cheese Burger Deluxe .•.$1.05
DRINKS
Taco's ... $ ~65
'with a small lead midway through
Cheese Burger Plain ... $ .95
Sm ... $ .26 Med... $ .37 Lg•.. $ .47
Pronto Pups ... S .60
the second half. Reserve forward .
Regular Cheese ..• $ .95
Ex. Lg... $ .61
Pete Pilkey hit two of those foul
(Mustard and Relish)
OLD FASHIONED DILL
SHAKES Sm ... S .73 Lg... $ .89
shots with one second left on the
Bacon Burger ... Sl.05
PICKLE... $ .29
clock.
Bacon and Cheese Burger.,.$1.15
MALTS
Sm ... $ .80 Lg ... $ .95
Alphonso Roberts topped a11
FLOATS ...$ .75
~
Chocolate
Blueberry
scorers with 26 points, followed by
BANANA SPLITS ... Sl.35
Vanilla
Cherry
Carl Whitfields 17 -points; Kevin ._,
JOHNNIE BURGER
Strawberry
COHFOFCE.FROZEN BANANA ...$ .35 ~
Root Beer
Bryant led the Viking attack with
(For the little Guy) ... $ .62
C
E AND TEA ... $ .10
Fresh Banana
Licorice
22 points.
MILK AND HOT
Peppermint
Cheese Cake
~
CHOCOLATE ... $ .32
Peanut
Butter
Pineapple
BIG JOHN DOGS
~
SLUSH
, "'1
Red Raspberry
Marshmallow
Regular Dogs...$ •70
Sm
...
S
.26
Med
...
$ .37 Lg... $ .47
~
Choe.
Showers
Butterscotch
"(Mustard and Relish)
People walking past Nicholson
Cherry
Lime
Wild Blackberry
Hot Fudge
Deluxe Dogs $ .80
Pavilion are hearlng a sound more
Orange
Grape
.•
Foot-Long Regular Dogs ... $ .95
and more frequent as the winter ...,
SUNDAES
Watermelon
(Mustard and Relish)
weather goes from freezing to
Chocolate
Marshmallow
Foot-Long Deluxe Dogs•..$1.05
near-arctic. The rhythmic poundYOGURT
ICE
CREAM
Strawberry
Butterscotch
Pronto Pups... $ .60
ing
of leather against h.ardwood
Dish ...$ .55
Pine~pple
Wild Blackberry
floors
fills the air as the gym rats
Pint... s .ss
Hot Fudge .•.$ .75
whip
themselves
into shape for
Quart .•. $1.65
BIG JOHN'S CHICKEN
C.W.U.'s
Intramural
, Basketball
(2 Flavors)
Chicken and Chips ... $2.10
program.
DELIVERY CHARGE
$ .40, over a mile $ .60
Tom Powers, I.M. Director, has ~
Drumm.ies ... Sl.60
·setup nine divisions: five mens',
$1.25 minimum order
ICE CREAM
(including one 6 ft.funder league)
(4 Flavors Soft)
and one each of ladies', co-ed, dorm
FROM THE BIG JOHN FRYER
PHONE: 925-590.0
Dish ... $ .45
•
and recreational.
French Fries Lg... $ .80 Sm.$ .55
. .
Pint... $ .80
Tator Tots Lg... $ .85 Sm. S .60
Sunday-Thursday-5:00 p.m. to Midnight
Quart...Sl.55
Games start January 17, run
Monday thru Thursday, starting
Onion Rings Lg... Sl.00 Sm.$ .80
Friday and Saturday-5:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.
Sandwiches... $ .25
at 6 p.m .
BY LAURIE VALDERHAUG

All-American. They were Roger
Coburn, soph. from Yakima, who
swam the 200 butterfly for a time
of 54.4, and Eric Tracy of Bellvue,
who swam a 21.4 in the 50 free
style. This was the first time since
1966 that Central has had national
champions in swimming competition. It should also be noted that
these swimming times set new
school records.
As a team last season, 1976-77,
Central swimmers performed excellently. They took for the twelfth
time in thirteen years the final
Evergreen Conference champion- .
ship. At this point however, the
Evergreen Conference has been
disbanded, ·as far as swimming
goes; some sports still participate
in that league.
Coach Gregson feels this year

__.,,

,~ _L

Art prints, coffee, tea,
accessories and handcrafted gifts.
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Western edges Cats
in conference opener
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BIG JOHN'S

_Home of the Big John Burger
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Klimek, Blossom honored

Two make All-Star team
BY PAMELA WHITENER
The many hours of physical
strain, bruises and drills of soccer
skills finally paid off for the
Central Soccer CIUb-and especially for two members of the
team.
The 16-man team won the
championship in their league, the
Northwest lntercollegiate Soccer
League (NWISL) by beating seven
other teams for the outstanding
honor.
John Klimek, right back, and
Rod Blossom, mid-field sweeper,
were voted by the league as the
outstanding players for the club.
After each game, officers and
coaches of the soccer club go over
statistics and choose the outstanding player of that particular game.
The referees sign the statist.ic
sheet, and this is sent to the
president of the league at Whitworth College in Spokane. From
these Klimek and Blossom were
chosen to the NWISL All-Star
team for 1977.
• The two all-stars from Central
differ from each other about as
much as two players from the
same team can, except in their
• love for the game.
Blossom has been playing soccer
at Central for four years and
bee-an playing the game at the age
., of 14. Originally from Lewistown,
Montana, he didn't see any soccer
action until he and his family
moved to Bellevue. After his ninth
tr grade year, the family moved
again, this time to Ellensburg.
While in high school at Ellensburg,
• the college soccer club was forming and the high school team
challenged Blossom's team to some
practice games. Blossom and his
team won one game and lost one.
John Klimek, originally from
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania did not
play any 5occer before coming to
• Central three years ago. In fact,
Klimek did not play sports of any

kind throughout his school years
before "getting addicted to
soccer."
According to Klimek, his father
did not approve of sports, thus
explaining his prior inactivity.
After high school, Klimek enlisted
into the army. Because of his
inactivity in sports, Klimek wanted an active part in serving his
country. He chose to become a
paratrooper in Vietnam as the
area in which he wanted to serve.
After years in the service Klimek
enrolled in a trade school in
Pennsylvania. A short time later a
brother, who had a landscaping
business in Seattle, invited him to
fly out and work with him.
Seattle served to be the place
where soccer for Klimek began.
While in Seattle, he and his
nephews went to a Sounders
soccer game. While there, Klimek
was so overwhelmed with the
intensity of the game that his
interest in the game was sparked
and has not died.
"I could not believe what those
guys could do with . the ball and
their bodies," Klimek said, "they
had so much control."
This is the first year Klimek has
started and played in all of the
games, and with two years of
eligibility left, he plans to cram all
of the mastering of soccer skills he
can into it.
"I am so committed that I want
to follow that light (soccer) the
rest of my life, that's why I have a
coaching minor," Klimek said.
Although he noticed his potential
for the game and has tried to
develop it, he claims, "There are so
many skills that have to be
mastered. I love the game, but as
far as playing professional soccer,
I couldn't cram all the experience
into the time I have left."
The team does not quit playing
during the off months between
seasons. There are many hours of
kicking and hitting the soccer ball

BROKEN YET PRACTICING-Even with a separated shoulder, John
Klimek still practices. Showing the determination that won Central a
league championship, Klimek was honored with a N.W.l.S.L. All-Star
award for 1977.

against the wall for each player.
They also tr~ to attend all of the
invitationals, clinics and exhibition
games they possibly can. However, transportation for 16 men is
not cheap and all of the expenses
dur~ng the trip are out of each
team member's pocket.
The
farthest. the team traveled this
year was to Boise, Idaho. The team
played four games after driving to ·
Boise and soending the night in a
K.O.A. campground in a tent.
Hardships and good times have
brought the team close together.
In Klimek's words, "There are
really 16 all-stars at Central."
According to both men, the team
succeeded due to the encouragement and closeness of the team.
One player said, "It's been like one
big, happy family."
During the summer months last
year, Klimek and Blossom found
themselves the only members of
the team in town. They spent time
each day together going over skills
and even rallied with members of
the high school team. "It was kind
of funny, after we are away for the
summer and back in the fall, we all
stand around looking at each other
and seeing that they didn't do that
last year and how they have
improved," Blossom said.
Even though the soccer season
is over, the Central Soccer Club is
already planning on the Five-ASide Indoor games at Pullman in
February. One of Blossom's hopes
is to attend the World Cup games
in Argentina this year.
Klimel{ and Blossom have seen
the soccer club gtow each year m
participants and enthusiasm. At
home games, the fans many times
numbered close to 150 persons.
There were also as many as 25
players at practices at a time.
The all-star honor, according to
Klimek, recognized the team's
defense. The pride of the defensive players on the team was
never allowing more than two
goals in a game. The team also
swore to beat Whitman . this year
if it was · the only team they
succeeded in defeating. However,
it was the only team they lost to
this year, U-2.
Both all-star Central players
were instrumental in the championship game. Blossom scored
the first goal in the final game
against Idaho. Klimek scored the
next goal putting Central ahead
and got an assist on the final goal
that cinched the championship.
Blossom's shot went "just where I
wanted it to. I had missed a shot
like that earlier and it was
haunting me, in the back of my
mind, but it went right by the
goalie to score."
The soccer team already is
making plans for next season.
They are also planning to donate

ON FOR THE SCORE-Having played soccer since he was 14 years old,
Rod Blossem, N.W.l.S.L. All-Star for 1977, has proven himself one of the
most competitive players on the team.

the championship trophy to Presi- of the Central Soccer Club, one can
dent James Brooks at one of the see the enthusiasm and love of the
home basketball games.
game in their faces.
Klimek plans to play again this
"After 25 years I am a winner' at
year on the soccer team. . something," Klimek said. "It's (the
Blossom said, 'Tm going back to honor) just icing on the cake."
Montana where I belong. I want to
get a job and eventually do a little
Please return piece of ivory
painting (western art), but that
with scrimmed picture of wizard,
will be a while. And of course I
lots of sdtimental value. $15
will still play soccer."
reward-no questions asked. Call
To sit and talk with any member
925-6594 or 925-5909.

Ellensburg Boot & Shoe
Repair
Full line of shoe care
products plus a f u II-service
shop.
Tues. - Sat. 9-5:30 p.m.
3rd & Pine

925-4441
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Pizza Mia
.Sweepstakes

winners1f
Dec. 30-Jan. 5
120082 Ken 123648
Ken
120446 Dan 1236 12 Dean
120447 Dana 123737 Bret
121133 John 123560 Burt
120433 Don 123640 Mike
121132 Tom 123614 Kim
12007' Linda 123715 Rich
123570 Terry 123378 Rick
,121131 Vicki 119731 Ren120094 Clare 119762 Dave
121129
Tom 119801 Randy
121712 Todd 117597
Biii
121710 Terry 123727 Butch
121692 Chuck 123639 Tina
121592
Kay 123650 Dave
121594
Jeff 117921
Jan
121606 Debby 119785 Doug
120211 Norm 119749 Linda
121742 Gary 119834 Susan
121747 Deon 119750 Janice
120217 Lloyd ~ 1~919Margo
120219 Lindo 117915 Dick
120220 Mike 119760 Jerry
120221
Jim 117549Dennls
Biii
123914 Terry 123788
123913 Donna 123787 Fred
123910 Mike 124571 Bryan
123951
Brad 124596Concle
123887
Ken 124586 Carl
123931 Doug 123758
Joe
123662
Jim 12381 O Dino
123665 Early 123778Sharon
123128 Sherry 123608 Larry
123667 John 123615 Carol
123672 Mike 123779 Barb
123141 Donna 121795 Perry
' 123690 Paulo 124550Darren
123707 Brian 120071 Connie
123701
Biii 21127 Vicki
123197 Connie 123802
Guy
123892 Ronald 24600 Janell
123869 Matt 122346 Molly
123854
Bob 122343
Erin
Kurt 122328 Jody
123850
12389'.i
Dale 1121904 Carr
124000
Jack 12304 lWatson
123294
Joe 12305~ Trina
123299
Tim 12304A Melody
124519
Bev 123202 Carol
123801
Dale 11967'
Wiii
123760
Sam 120081 Kerl
123816 Randy 120347 Shown
120216
Brad 121139 Sharon
120858
Kim 12365.Darl-n
121727 Snyder 11939'Bueford
121721 Bruce 119320 •Dave'
124587
Ed 119047Shanon
124574
Jay 119923 Nancy
123829 Marcy 119941
Jim
123827
John 119933
Sue
Tim 119953 Mark
121406
121329
Mike 122225Python
121328
Sue 122214 Sandy
121321
Lb: 122183 David
Kelly 122236 Harlan
121391
123170 Bria!' 122247 Steve
123127 Steve , 20654 Trish
123384 Dean 1:..!1570 Sam
Eric 1220~ 1
Eric
123300
123302 Perry 122020 Mich
123616
Pat 12200 Arthur
123611
Gary 120594Mlchell
Greg 120565 Kay
123644
124516 Cindy 119926 Kelly
123258
Jerry 119927 Gary
123262 Nancy 119076 Arnie
123282
Bre"t 119072 Alison
123952
Dave 117933 Dave
123353 Sharon 120431 Kevin
123372
Sharl 120432 Dan
119192 Albert 120427 Bond
Pat 121670 Carlo
129981
119152 George 121615 Tom
117886 Smith 121648 Nick
119993
Lisa 120185 Wiii
119555 Shaake 121666 Marty
119976 Jackie 120198 Kurt
119071
Jerry 121705 Bob
120301
Larry 121708 Gary
119842
Steve 120450 John
119103
Dole 121138 Sam
120269 Rocky 120449 Sam
Keith 121136Norma
120271
120346
Paul 121164 Ron
121165
Barry 120445 Irene
121190
John
121198 Kanahi
120500
Jeff
121247 Cindy
120288
Scott
12029 5
Barry
120128 Teresa
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Women commence season ~
BY LAURIE VALDERHAUG

Thursday, January 12 is going
to be a big day for Central's
Womens Swim Team, as it is the
beginning of the 1978 season.
The team is traveling on the 12th
to Ashland, Oregon to attend a

meet with Southern Oregon University. From there they go to
Portland to swim against Portland
State on Friday, and then to
Eugene, Oregon for the University
of Oregon's Invitational, which is a
no-score practice meet.
Thro~gh the years, the girl
tankers have been extremely com-

Soccer attains goals
The Soccer Club is pleased with
this years' performance. It was
their ultimate goal to finish number one since the Soccer Club was
started four years ago. The first
year the team did not win a game.
Two years ago the record was four
wins and four loses. Last year they
finished second, (behind W.S.U.),
with a 5-2 record, and this year
they captured the N.W.l.S.L.
Championship with a 6-1-2 record.
The seniors ·graduatmg this year
will leave a hole that will be hard
to fill. The seniors are: Paul
Anderson, Rod Blossom, Woody
Vanijankul, Tom Crawley, Bill
Gaines, Tim Crawley, and Chusak
Hutavatchra. However, there will
be a good nucleus of players
returning. The eleven returnees
are: Dave Moe, Jr.; Brad Bull,
So.; Bob Storino, So.; Yasushi
Yamamoto, Jr.; Scott Davidson,
Jr.; Cary Davidson, Jr.; Ron
Buttons, So.; John Klimek, Jr.;
Steve Belew, Jr.; Mike Storino,
Jr. and Charlie Hingston, Jr. .
The chances are excellent for a
repeat of the championship next
year. Most of the defense, which
. was the teams' strongest asset, is
returning.

Club

John Klimek will assume the
coaching duties for next year.
He will be assisted by Cary
Davidson. The possible N.A.l.A.
sanction will hopefully come next
year.
STATISTICS: Centrals 6-1-2
record showed eight games actually played, (one win was a forfeit
from Whitworth). The total goals
for the year had 17 for Central and
10 for their opponents, with an
average of 2.12 goals per game by
the -Cats against a 1.25 average for
C.W.U.'s foes. Central had more
than twice the number of shots-ongoal than the teams they played,
147-71 or an average of 18.4 to 8.8.
Individual statistics recorded
have Cary Davidson leading the
scoring with seven of Central's 17
goals.
Other scorers include:
Tim Crawley, 3 goals, 4 assists;
Charlie Hingston, 3 goals; Rod
Blossom, 3 goals; John Klimek, 1
goal; Bobby Storino, 4 assists and
Paul Anderson, 1 assist.
Goalie Ron Button stopped 61 of
the 71 shots taken by the opponents, with Button blocking 86 112
of these shots. Central was shut
out only once, 0-2 against Whitman.

petitive. All of last years' swimmers will be returning, as they
were all underclassmen.
During the 1976-77 swimming
season, Centrals' women had six
All-Americans, who are Denise
Long, Kathy Burns, Karen White,
Phyllis Chrismer, Wonda Smith
and Ann Trizse.
The over-all
record for last year was twelve
wins, two losses and one draw.
"We were third in the Northwestern Regionals last year, finishing thirteen points behind Pacific Luthern University," states the
coach, John McConnochie, who in
his own right is a fine swimmer.
McConnochie swam for the University of Oregon, finishing third
nationally in the middle-distance
freestyle and individual · medley.
He was also an All-American for
two years, 1973-74 and 1975-76.
One of the teams' finest swimmers is Ann Trizse, four-time
All-American. At Nationals last
year she placed fifth in the 800
relay along with Denise Long,
Kathy Burns and Phyllis Chrismer; she also placed sixth indivi-

dually.
Joining the team this year are
Jackie Harshbarger of Bellevue
and Nancy Popps of Spokane.
Ha..-shbarger attended the University of Washington and joined
Central's team out of dissatisfaction for the "U's" swimming program. McConnochie feels she has
a lot of talent and should place ...
high at Nationals. Popps is a
backstroker and freestyle sprinter; she should also be a great
asset.
...
The other additions to the team
are two divers, Nadia John and
LeAnn Roberts. John is from ~
Renton-she placed at Nationals
last year and ranked sixth in the
state in 1977. "She is a very
promising talent," predicts the ~
coach.
McConnochie feels that the goal
this year is to beat P .L. U. at
Northwest Regionals and in dual
meets scheduled with. them. "At
this point," he said, "the girls are
extremely competitive, they have
a great deal of pride and many
capabilities.''

Heaverlo honored
Flamethrower Dave Heaverlo is
now an excellent relief pitcher for
the San Francisco Giants. Prior to
this, Heaverlo was Central's AllAmerican fastballer.
For his achievement in the
professional ranks, Heaverlo will
be honored next Monday at the
half-time of the C.W.U.-U.P.S.
basketball game at Nicholson Pavilion.
In the special ceremony,
Heaverlo will have his baseball
jersey (No. 1), retired permanently. Only one other Wildcat,
All-American basketball player

Mel Cox has had his number
retired.
Heaverlo, who was named to the
N.A.l.A. All-American Honorable
Mention Team in 1971 and 1972, is
the owner of most of Central's
pitching records. Some of those
records are his 32 career wins (ll in
one season), two no-hitters and
95-plus innings pitched in 1972.
He is also the Wildcats' strike-out
king, having fanned 116 batters in·
72, including 18 in one game.
In his freshman season, Heaverlo
recorded an E.R.A. of 0.92, the
best ever by a Wildcat hurler.
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•
925-222~

925-1111

GRINDER SPECIAL
.

TONIGHT ONLY!!!
· . 5P.M.-2A.M.

· PIZZA MIA'S WAY -OF THANKING YOU
.FOR A GREAT YEAR

MEDIUM GRINDER
CANADIAN BACON, ROAST BEEF,VEGIE ·
INSIDE ORDERS
.$1.50-SAVE 55c ! ! ! !
AMPUS DELIVERY .
$1.75 - SAVE 65c! ! ! ! .
(INCLUDES TAX, ORDERS TO GO, 10 c EXTRA)

(INCLUDES TAX AND DELIVERY!!!)

HOME DELIVERY

$1.95-SAVE45c!!!! ·
925-1111 925-2222
(INCLUDES TAX AND DELIVERY IN ZONE I AREA)

HARDCORESONLY9MOREDAYS

PIZZA MIA'S SNOW JOB!!!!
-- HAPPY HOUR ANYTIME IT SNOWS THIS MONTH ___.. . . . .
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